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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Based on my forecasting model, NCR Corporation's domestic 
Personal Computer (PC) quarterly revenue can be expected to 
increase to between fifty-eight million dollars and seventy- 
three million. These quarterly forecasts may overestimate 
revenue during the expected coming recession since data was 
not available during such a similar time period in the past. 
All of the data is from 1984 to the present - a time in which 
the U.S. economy enjoyed continued slow growth. Although 
the quarterly forecasts are derived from a reliable 
econometric model, the uncertainty of the Gulf Crisis and 
coming recession are not represented in these statistical 
forecasts, thus management would be advised to take into 
account the more moderate forecasts from the monthly model as 
well.
I found NCR's monthly domestic PC revenue to be a 
statistical function of U.S. Factory Capacitor Sales, Consumer 
Durables Production, Memory Circuits Leadtimes, and 
Communications Equipment Employment. NCR's quarterly domestic 
PC revenue was found to be a function of U.S. Factory 
Capacitor Sales, Active Component Leadtimes, Memory Circuits 
Leadtimes, and Business Investment in Communications 
Equipment.
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As you can see, there is a lack of internal data in both 
these models. I found it very difficult to secure consistent, 
reliable figures on such variables as advertising expenditures 
and the number of sales people. These and possibly other 
internal variables could be very important and should be 
included in future updates of these models. A suggestion that 
would allow the addition of these variables, would be to set 
up an internal reporting system of revenue, advertising 
expenditures, number of sales people, and any other internal 
variables that might be of use. A consistent and reliable 
reporting system to the Market Research Department for use in 
the analysis and modification of these models could greatly 
increase the reliability of future forecasts.
4
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I „ INTRODUCTION
"Forecasting demand for new, complex and rapidly changing 
high-technology products is particularly difficult, 
because of both limited experience and a greater than 
usual number of unknowns." (David Wheeler, p«55)
As one of the Fortune 500 companies, NCR Corporation has 
enjoyed over 100 years of continued success with over 60,000 
employees in 120 countries and approximately six billion 
dollars in worldwide sales. NCR specializes in total 
information systems. From Personal Computers (PCs) to mid­
sized multi-processor mainframes, NCR has one of the strongest 
hardware and software product lines in the industry. In
spite of NCR's rapidly expanding market share of PC sales in 
Europe, the bulk of its domestic revenue is not from the sale 
of PCs. NCR is just beginning to emerge as a powerful 
competitor in the U.S. market. With such competitors as IBM, 
Compaq, Apple, and Tandy, NCR has a difficult task ahead in 
trying to become a leader in this industry. A crucial element 
in its success is accurate forecasting. For, in order to 
determine budgets, marketing analyses, investment plans, and
develop new market strategies and product development, 
forecasting is a necessary tool.
The most important aspect of my internship at NCR 
Corporation was to formulate a model that could be used 
to forecast the revenue from their domestic PC sales. Until 
this time, most of their forecasts of revenue were based on 
judgmental methods and on secondary sources in the personal 
computer industry. Although these methods can be very 
effective, recent forecasts have been unreliable. Because of 
this inaccurate forecasting, I was asked to create a more 
formal forecasting model.
In this report, I begin by analyzing the PC industry and 
market. I discuss the available literature about PC sales 
forecasting, as well as different ideas and methods of sales 
forecasting. Then I discuss the methodology that I used in 
constructing a model to be used for forecasting. I discuss 
the types of data that I used and how I analyzed that data. 
Then, I explain the results and forecasts. I finish with a 
discussion of the limitations of the forecasts and with my 
recommendations and conclusions.
II. ANALYZING THE PC INDUSTRY AND MARKET
A. INTRODUCTION
To familiarise myself with NCR Corporation, its 
products and activities, and the Personal Computer (PC) 
industry, I spent the first few weeks of my internship reading 
information from secondary data sources, internal reports, and 
industry reports. Initially we had hoped that the necessary 
information would be available for construction of a monthly, 
industry-wide forecast for PC revenue. But monthly revenue 
data for the industry was unavailable, thus these reports and 
documents were used mainly to acquaint myself with the 
characteristics of the PC industry.
B. SURVEY OF LITERATURE
After being given the task of forecasting such a rapidly 
industry, I began to search for any previous work done in this 
area. Although there is a wealth of material about this 
industry, I was unable to find any articles that described a 
forecasting model such as the one I was asked to create. Most 
of the literature analyzed the industry very well, but the 
forecasts were either done by judgmental methods, exponential
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smoothing, or some other method not well documented.
In an article by Stephen Browne, he explains that the 
factors affecting sales can be divided into four categories: 
1) The macro-economic environment; 2) Factors controlled 
internally by management; 3) Market variables; and, 4) Random 
events. Based on these very broad ideas, I attempted to 
include macro-economic variables and market related variables 
in the original selection of independent variables for the 
models. I was unable to find accurate, consistent internal 
data to include, but I feel that these are important and 
should be included in the future, if at all possible. Of 
course, random events will affect sales in the future, but it 
is impossible to account for this type of affect in the model.
Cahners Economics and Richard Sparks agreed that 
important factors accounting for PC sales are economy- 
wide variables, sales of the components of computers, new 
order variables, and investment variables. International Data 
Corporation also agrees that investment and economic data are 
important factors to consider. All of these types of 
variables were included in my original model.
Although these articles were not specific as to which 
variables should be included in a forecasting model, they did 
provide me with some general ideas of which type of variables 
might affect PC sales. As David Wheeler said, "... it is a 
virtual certainty that the marketplace offers little useful
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experience with the product category from which the forecaster 
may extract essential relationships." (Wheeler, p.59)
C, SALES FORECASTING
When constructing a sales or demand forecasting 
model, there are many techniques that can be used. After 
taking into account such factors as time, purpose, cost, 
availability of data, required level of forecasting accuracy, 
and the expertise of the forecaster, I opted for an 
econometric model. Econometric models, unlike time-series or 
judgmental methods, involve the analysis of the causal 
relationship between sales (demand) and other economic, 
industry, and company specific variables. I chose to use a 
multiple regression model, which is one of the most widely 
used causal models, to forecast NCR's PC sales. Because I had 
free access to a statistical software program (SAS), this 
option was very cost efficient and in many respects, simpler. 
Of course, a certain level of knowledge and expertise is 
essential in selecting and applying methodology in evaluating 
the results.
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D. METHODOLOGY 
Economic and Industry Data
The Database
Economic and industry data was available from Cahners 
Economics through a database diskette. This diskette 
contained a variety of variables, including economic measures, 
measures of the computer industry, and of other related 
industries. In each of these categories there were shipment 
measures, new order measures, industrial production measures, 
sales measures, investment measures, leadtime measures, and 
employment measures. This data was copied into the SAS 
program I had created in order to work with and attempt to 
find those variables that could possibly be included in an 
explanatory model for NCR PC sales. Some of the variables 
were reported in monthly form, and others were available in a 
quarterly format. Although the quarterly variables seemed to 
be most promising, NCR preferred a monthly model. I continued 
working on the monthly model, but began working on a quarterly 
one as well. A complete list of the variables that were 
available from Cahners, and their explanations are included in 
the documentation at the beginning of each program. (See 
Appendix A, pages 27-29 for the monthly variables, and 
Appendix B, pages 55 and 56 for the quarterly variables.
NCR Internal Data
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Available Data
Monthly NCR domestic revenue dollar figures were 
available from January 1984 through September of 1990, 
although at times this data was inconsistent, I found it very 
difficult to secure accurate figures for these years as many 
changes had been made in the Accounting Department during this 
time. Exactly what was included in given revenue figures, and 
most importantly how it was reported, had changed many times, 
making it difficult to find a consistent, reliable series.
The PC Division is currently made up of three separate 
sub-divisions: one in Clemson, South Carolina, one in Dayton,
Ohio, and one in Augusburg, Germany. Adding together the 
revenue from Clemson and Dayton results in the Total Domestic 
Revenue. Augusburg's total revenue is the Total International 
Revenue. Currently, the revenue figures that are used in this 
model can be found in the Accounting Department by adding the 
total revenue from Clemson with the total revenue from Dayton. 
(Note that these numbers are reported with "thousands of 
dollars omitted.") In some of these reports there are 
"elimination" figures reported. These figures represent the 
revenue gained from the selling of PCs between the different 
divisions. To get a true indication of the total revenue 
(domestic and international), these figures must be subtracted 
from the whole. The "elimination" figures were not eliminated
from the revenue figures used in these models because, based 
on some months where the data was explained in more detail, 
these eliminations arose almost entirely from Augusburg (the 
international part of the PC Division) . Also, in most of the 
reports the eliminations were not separated to show which part 
was international and which part was domestic.
Another problem I encountered was that internal variables 
that I felt were important in forming a good forecasting 
model, such as advertising expenditures and number of 
salespeople, were either not readily available or were 
inconsistent. I also felt that a ratio of NCR's average 
product price to its competitors' price could have been a good 
explanatory variable, but this data was also not readily 
available. This type of information, considering the many 
diverse types of equipment that NCR sells, (which is true also 
of its competitors) , causes it to be almost impossible to get 
a reliable price ratio in this manner. As a result, the 
forecasting model includes only economic and industry 
variables. It is important to note that to omit such 
important internal variables could very well limit the 
explanatory and predictive power of the model. More 
consistent accounting procedures would certainly be a great 
help in future forecasts. If possible, a separate, consistent 
procedure for reporting such important statistics such as 
revenue or sales (foreign and domestic), any "elimination" 
figures, and advertising expenses should be made available to
the Market Research Department so that their data set would be 
accurate and unbiased.
E. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
After deflating and deseasonalizing the data that 
was not already adjusted, correlation analysis was used 
to determine the extent of possible explanatory relationships 
between the economic and industry data and NCR's revenue. 
Least Squares was used to estimate the Multiple Regression 
model, using those variables that economic theory dictates 
should be used and those that had significant correlations 
with revenue. I began using Stepwise Regression to see the 
degree with which each variable explained the changes in 
revenue.
Stepwise Regression can be run forward, backward, 
maximizing r-square, and minimizing r-square. The forward 
selection begins by finding the one-variable model that 
produces the highest r-square. For each of the other 
independent variables, it calculates F-statistics that show 
that variable's contribution to the model if it were to be 
included. Then, it adds the variable that has the largest F- 
statistic to the model. Variables are added one by one to the 
model until no remaining variable produces a significant F- 
statistic. Once a variable is in the model, it is not 
reevaluated or removed.
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The backward elimination technique begins with all of the 
independent variables included. Then the variables are taken 
out of the model, one by one, until all of the variables left 
in the model have F-statistics that are significant. The 
variable showing the smallest contribution to the model is 
deleted first.
With the Max-r option, the "best" one-variable model is 
found, then the "best" two variable model, and so forth. 
"Best" is referring to the highest r-square, and at each step 
it is necessary to make a comparison as to whether or not to 
remove any of the existing variables and replace them with 
another. Therefore, once a variable is in the model, it may 
be replaced by another.
The Min-r option is similar to the Max-r option, but the 
comparison and switch that is chosen is the one that produces 
the smallest increase in r-square. Both Min-r and Max-r 
options usually end up with the same "best" model, but Min-r 
will consider more models of a given size. If no option is 
selected, Stepwise will run very similar to the forward 
option, except that the variables already in the model do not 
necessarily remain.
When evaluating which variables to use in my model, I 
used all of these techniques. In addition, I also used 
regular multiple regression technique, in which variables were 
included in the model based on economic theory. When
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constructing an econometric model, there is usually a trade­
off between a model with strong statistical fit and a model 
consistent with economic theory. While economic theory 
should never be ignored, one must pay close attention to a 
model with good statistical fit when accurate forecasting is 
the goal. This is the reason for the use of all of the 
procedures discussed here, to help determine the best 
statistically-fitting model. After taking into consideration 
which variables seem to fit in the model based on the theory 
available and those that fit best statistically, some 
sacrifices were made on both sides to find the best model to 
be used for forecasting.
The two models that I used are as follows:
MONTHLY
REV = f(CAPSALE, DURPROD, MEMCIR, COMMEMP, DUMMY, U) 
QUARTERLY
REV = f (CAPS, ACTCOMP, MEMCIRS, COMMINV, DUMMY, U)
REV = NCR WORKSTATION PRODUCTS DIVISION'S DOMESTIC
REVENUE (MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY)
CAPSALE = U.S. FACTORY CAPACITOR SALES (MONTHLY)
DURPROD = CONSUMER DURABLES PRODUCTION
MEMCIR = MEMORY CIRCUITS LEADTIMES, LAGGED NINE MONTHS
(MONTHLY)
COMMEMP = COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT EMPLOYMENT
DUMMY = DUMMY VARIABLE TO ACCOUNT FOR UNDERSPECIFICATION
OF MODEL (LACK OF INTERNAL MEASUREMENTS)
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CAPS = U.S. FACTORY CAPACITOR SALES (QUARTERLY)
ACTCOMP = ACTIVE COMPONENT LEADTIMES
MEMCIRS = MEMORY CIRCUITS LEADTIMES (QUARTERLY)
COMMINV = BUSINESS INVESTMENT IN COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
U = STOCHASTIC ERROR TERM
F. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
Monthly Model
After testing many different models by the methods 
described above, I found the best monthly model showing NCR 
PC revenue as a function of U.S. Factory Capacitor Sales 
(CAPSALE), Consumer Durables Production (DURPROD), Memory 
Circuits Leadtimes (MEMCIR) lagged nine months, Communication 
Eguipment Employment (COMMEMP) and a dummy variable (DUMMY). 
The dummy variable was used to account for the 
under specification of the model due to the lack of sufficient 
and reliable internal variables, as discussed earlier. For 
the forecasts, the dummy variable was assumed to be equal to 
one because of the Gulf Crisis and expected recession.
U.S.FACTOR CAPACITOR SALES (CAPSALE)
Capacitors are a necessary part used in the production of 
PCs. They are considered to be an important industry 
variable, and are also a good concurrent indicator with the 
economy. Because of these relationships, when U.S. Capacitor
Sales increase, it is a concurrent signal that the U.S. 
economy is doing better, causing NCR PC sales to increase.
CONSUMER DURABLES PRODUCTION CDURPROD)
Durable production is an economy-wide variable. This 
variable has a negative relationship with N C R 's PC sales 
because when Consumer Durables Production decreases, 
businesses have an incentive to increase efficiency (to 
increase their sales). One way in which they can make their 
processes more efficient is to modernize by buying PCs.
MEMORY CIRCUITS LEADTIMES (MEMCIR)
Memory Circuits are an important part needed for the 
computer industry. Their delivery time has a negative 
relationship with revenue. The longer it takes for these 
important parts to be delivered, the fewer PCs will be 
produced, which puts downward pressure on revenue. Based on 
industry information and statistical correlations, this 
variable was lagged nine months.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT EMPLOYMENT (COMMEMP)
As demand increases for Communications Equipment 
Employment and more people are hired in these areas, there is 
less overall supply of workers available to work in any other 
field, including the Computer Industry. Because of the fewer
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available workers, wages (costs) will increase and production 
will fall, This decrease in production should have a negative 
effect on PC revenue.
DUMMY VARIABLE (DUMMY)
As discussed earlier, the dummy variable is used to 
account for the underspecification of the model due to the 
lack of internal data. The dummy variable was changed from 
1,-1, or 0 during times when significant changes occurred in 
the Workstation Products Division of NCR and in the overall PC 
market. For example, when a new sales and marketing 
department was formed, the model could not account for such an 
occurrence and would have underestimated its effect on sales, 
so in this case I assumed the Dummy variable to be equal to - 
1. (The coefficient is negative).
The model that results from these variables and their 
coefficients are as follows:
REV = 86086 + 51.988340(CAPSALE) - 446.449356(DURPROD)
(7.415) (7.988) (-6.503)
- 451.588739(MEMCIR) - 69.576618(COMMEMP)
(-11.102) (-7.539)
- 3262.373029(DUMMY)
(-9.811)
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The model is significant in explaining revenue at the 99% 
confidence level with an r-square = .8359, an adjusted r- 
square = .8234, and F value = 67.229. To further evaluate 
this model, I ran collinearity diagnostics and reviewed the 
correlations between the variables to check for 
multicollinearity. The correlations between the variables 
were not significantly high, therefore I concluded that 
multicollinearity was not a serious problem. The Durbin- 
Watson statistic to test for first-order autocorrelation was 
1.738, which is sufficiently close to 2, indicating that 
autocorrelation was not a problem. I also ran the Park Test 
and showed a plot of the residuals to test for 
heteroskedasticity. The Park Test showed at a 95% confidence 
level that heteroskedasticity did not exist. Detailed results 
are shown in Appendix A on pages 10, 46-48 and 53.
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Quarterly Model
Using the quarterly data available and transforming the 
monthly data into quarterly form, I tested many different 
models in the same manner as with the monthly model. I found 
the best model to show NCR's PC revenue as a function of 
U.S. Factory Capacitor Sales (CAPS), Active Component 
Leadtimes (ACTCOMP), Memory Circuits Leadtimes (MEMCIRS), 
Business Investment in Communication Equipment (COMMINV), and
a dummy variable (DUMMY). The dummy variable is used in this 
model in the same manner as described in the monthly model.
U.S. FACTORY CAPACITOR SALES fCAPS)
As described in the monthly model, these are a necessary 
part used in PCs and an important industry variable„ As a 
concurrent indicator of the well-being of the economy, U.S. 
Capacitor Sales increases cause increases in PC revenue.
ACTIVE COMPONENT LEADTIMES (ACTCOMP)
The delivery time of this component has a positive 
relationship with NCR's domestic quarterly revenue. Because 
this is a national measurement, changes in these leadtimes can 
change the supply conditions in many markets, including the PC 
market. As a concurrent indicator of the macro-economy, as 
leadtimes increase, this indicates the increased well-being of 
the overall economy and results in increases in the demand for 
PCs.
MEMORY CIRCUITS LEADTIMES (MEMCIRS)
As described in the monthly model, Memory Circuits are an 
important part needed for the computer industry. Their 
delivery time has a negative relationship with revenue.
Fewer PCs will be produced, and thus sold, due to longer 
delivery times of these necessary parts.
16
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BUSINESS INVESTMENT IN COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT fCOMMINV)
Business investment is a good indicator of the state of 
the economy. When businesses are increasing their 
investments, this shows a healthy economy and causes increases 
in the sales of PCs. Also, the direct investment of business 
can be in the form of buying PCs for their own use, which of 
course would increase PC revenues.
DUMMY VARIABLE
The dummy variable is used in this quarterly model in the 
same manner as described in the monthly model.
Using the above described variables, the resulting 
model is as follows:
REV = -53242 + 90.036225(CAPS) + 1001.508190(ACTCOMP)
(-5.627) (5.987) (5.266)
- 1161.849706(MEMCIRS) + 1762.456268(COMMINV)
(-9.450) (8.760)
- 5407.569067(DUMMY)
(-6.323)
The model is significant at the 99% confidence level with an 
r-square = .9618, adjusted r-square = .9512, and F value = 
90.613. Again, to further evaluate this model, I ran
collinearity diagnostics which showed the correlations between 
the variables to test for multicollinearity. The correlations 
between the variables were not significantly high so I 
concluded that multicollinearity was not a serious problem.
I also obtained the Durbin-Watson statistic to test for first- 
order autocorrelation This number was 2,126, which is 
sufficiently close to 2, indicating that autocorrelation was 
not a problem in the quarterly model. I also ran the Park 
Test and showed a plot of the residuals to test for 
heteroskedasticity. The Park Test showed at a 99% confidence 
level that heteroskedasticity did not exist. (For a print out 
of these tests, see Appendix B, pages 62, 68-70, and 74.
Using these models to predict PC revenue for NCR, the 
actual values versus those predicted values were plotted over 
time. These are shown in Appendix D, Monthly and Quarterly on 
pages 79 and 80. As shown by these graphs, the models seem to 
fit quite well. To examine the individual variables' movement 
over time, graphs of all of the variables in the two models 
over time, are shown in Appendix E on pages 84-91.
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III. FORECASTS
A. MONTHLY MODEL
I was asked to forecast the domestic PC sales for NCR for 
the next year (October 1990 - September 1991), using a monthly 
model. S o , with the forecasted figures available from 
Cahners Economics for each of the variables, I calculated the 
revenue in real, seasonally adjusted dollars. Because the 
forecasts were made in seasonally adjusted, deflated dollars,
I reintroduced seasonality and inflation using the seasonal 
factors given for revenue and the forecasted index from 
Cahners. The final forecasts and their confidence intervals 
are as follows:
OCT 1990 = $ 10,335,887.48
NOV 1990 = $ 8,706,482.66
DEC 1990 = $ 14,524,935.34
JAN 1991 = $ 8,905,658.68
FEB 1991 = $ 13,566,132.24
MAR 1991 = $ 13,749,839.61
APR 1991 = $ 9,733,216.11
MAY 1991 = $ 9,710,395.62
JUN 1991 = $ 12,801,304.68
19
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JUL 1991 = $ 7,191,461.51
AUG 1991 = $ 8,070,739 * 81
SEP 1991 = $ 10,679,087.7 9
90 % CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
OCT 1990 $ 8,104,599 o 30 - 12,567,175o66
NOV 1990 = $ 6,475,194o48 - 10,937,770.84
DEC 1990 = $ 12,293,647.16 16,756,223.52
JAN 1991 = $ 6,674,370.50 = 11,136,946.86
FEB 1991 = $ 11,334,844.06 - 15,797,420.42
MAR 1991 = $ 11,518,551,43 - 15,981,127.79
APR 1991 = $ 7 ,501,927.93 - 11,964,504.29
MAY 1991 = $ 7 ,479,107 * 44 - 11,941,683.80
JUN 1991 = $ 10,570,016.50 - 15,032,592.86
JUL 1991 = $ 4 ,960,173.33 9 ,422,749.69
AUG 1991 = $ 5 ,839,451.63 10,302,027.99
SEP 1991 = $ 8,447,799.61 . 12,910,375.97
Note that due to the uncertainty of the future the 
standard error should increase over time. Because we are 
unable to update this figure over time, the confidence 
intervals should actually be slightly larger toward the end of 
the forecasts.
The list of seasonal factors and forecasted numbers 
from Cahners for the appropriate variables are shown in 
Appendix C, on page 76. A graph of the monthly revenue and 
forecasts is shown in Appendix D on page 81.
B. QUARTERLY MODEL
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For the quarterly model I forecasted NCR's domestic PC 
revenue for the next year (Q4 1990 - Q3 1991). Using the 
above quarterly model, with the forecasted figures from 
Cahners Economics for each of the variables, I calculated the 
revenue in real dollars. I reintroduced inflation using the 
forecasted Price Index numbers from Cahners to make the 
forecasts useful. The final forecasts and their confidence 
intervals are:
QUARTER 4 1990 = $ 58,416,620.11
QUARTER 1 1991 = $ 71,688,575.73
QUARTER 2 1991 = $ 73,523,923.14
QUARTER 3 1991 = $ 73,868,553.32
90% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
QUARTER 4 1990 = $ 55,227,231.60 - 61,606,008.62
QUARTER 1 1991 = $ 68,499,187.22 - 74,877,964.24
QUARTER 2 1991 = $ 70,334,534.63 - 76,713,311.65
QUARTER 3 1991 = $ 70,679,164.81 - 77,057,941.83
Note again that the standard errors are the same 
throughout the forecasts, so the intervals should actually be 
slightly larger over time.
A list of the forecasted numbers for the appropriate 
variables and price index is shown in Appendix C , page 77.
Quarterly revenue and forecasts are shown on a graph in 
Appendix D on page 82.
C. LIMITATIONS OF THE FORECASTS
One must always keep in perspective the fact that it is 
impossible to accurately predict future events. By 
definition, forecasts must depend to some degree on judgement 
and not fact. Gaps will always occur in forecasting - 
regardless of how comprehensive a forecast, none can account 
for all potential future events.
The new System 3000 line that NCR has just introduced is 
not included in this analysis. Since this is a new 
development, revenue that should result from this is not 
included in the forecast. Another aspect limiting the 
reliability of this forecast is the fact that there has not 
been a recession during the time from which all of the data 
was gathered (Jan 1984 - Sep 1990). Since this behavior is 
not included in the model, and a recession is expected in the 
near future, these forecasts could very well overestimate the 
actual revenue. Another issue of note is the crisis in the 
Gulf. A crisis of this nature, especially if it develops into 
a war, could change the overall economy in ways that are 
difficult to forecast. This is a very serious consideration 
which must be examined when looking at the forecasts. Some
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other aspects that could limit the reliability of the 
forecasts is the lack of internal data in the model. As 
mentioned before, I found it very difficult to find adequate, 
consistent, and reliable, internal data. By including such 
variables as advertising expenditures, the number of sales 
people, price, and other variables over which management may 
have some control, the relationships and results of the model 
could possibly change„
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IV. CONCLUSIONS St RECOMMENDATIONS
NCR's PC Division can expect continued growth in their 
domestic revenue, despite the downturn in the economy and the 
fluctuations of the market due to the Gulf Crisis. Although 
much of the predicted increase in revenue is due to the 
increases expected from inflation, the additional revenue to 
be gained from the new line of computers should help boost 
sales.
The complexity of the PC market and of NCR's products 
make it necessary for NCR's PC Division to have more 
reliable, accurate, and more sophisticated forecasts to allow 
management to make better decisions. Despite the documented 
limitations of these models, I believe them to be powerful 
tools for future reliable and accurate forecasts, if 
management can ensure that consistent and accurate data is 
provided.
For increased reliability, both of these models should be 
updated and reevaluated as new data becomes available. 
Although the quarterly model seems to be more reliable now, 
monthly forecasts are more helpful in decision-making. As new 
data is added to the model, and possibly different independent 
variables, the result may be a more reliable monthly model.
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One possible change in both models could be the substitution 
of a Computer Price Index instead of the Price Index used 
here. At this time, the Computer Price Index is only an 
experimental index and lacks sufficient, usable data. Once 
there is enough data to be used, this price index is 
preferable since it is more specific to the PC industry.
Another short-term option that could be considered is the 
possibility of using a time-series model. In such a model, 
there is only one variable - revenue. Without other accurate 
and sufficient internal data, this type of model could be very 
valuable.
One must always keep in mind good judgement when relying 
on forecasted values, and base decisions not only on the 
actual numbers, but the current economic and industry 
situations. In the short run, these forecasting models will 
enable management to have a better idea of how their sales 
will change, and aid in their planning, marketing, and related 
decisions. In the long run, the PC Division could be well 
served by the creation and upkeep of an internal, consistent 
system of reporting revenue and advertising expenditures 
for the purpose of forecasting and analysis. As these figures 
become more consistent and reliable, management can be more 
confident in the resulting forecasts.
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APPENDIX A
FULL DOCUMENTATION 
OF THE MONTHLY MODEL
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* AN ANALYSIS OF THE U.S. PERSONAL COMPUTER INDUSTRY AND * 
DEVELOPMENT OF A FORECASTING MODEL FOR NCR, CORP.
* DATE OF ANALYSIS & MODEL DEVELOPMENTS JUNE-SEPTEMBER 1990 *
* DATA COLLECTION , ANALYSIS, AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT BY SHARON * 
CLARK, GRADUATE STUDENT AT WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY, DAYTON, 
OH, AND SPECIAL THANKS TO EGBERT KOLLAARD OF N C R , CORP. AND
BASSEM EL-ZAHABI OF WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY.
*****DEFINITION OF VARIABLES USED IN ANALYSIS*****
AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT
ALL DATA FROM CAHNERS E C O N O M I C S 9 ELECTRONIC BUSINESS FORECAST 
DATABASE DISKETTE, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED *
* MONTHLY DATA FROM JAN 1984 TO SEP 1990 *
VI = TOTAL ELECTRONICS SHIPMENTS 
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
V2 = ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SHIPMENTS 
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
V3 = COMPUTER & OFFICE EQUIPMENT SHIPMENTS 
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
V4 = COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT SHIPMENTS 
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
V5 = INSTRUMENTS & CONTROLS SHIPMENTS 
U N I T S : MILLIONS $ SA
V6 = INFORMATION SYSTEMS SHIPMENTS 
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
V7 = TOTAL ELECTRONICS NEW ORDERS 
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
¥8 = ELECTRONIC COMPONENT NEW ORDERS
UNITS: MILL IONS $ SA
V 9 = COMPUTER & OFFICE EQUIPMENT NEW ORDERS
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
¥10 = COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT NEW ORDERS
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
VI 1 = INFORMATION SYSTEMS NEW ORDERS
UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
V 12 = TOTAL ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION
UNITS: 1987=100 NOT SA
V 13 = ELECTRONIC COMPONENT PRODUCTION
UNITS: 1987=100 SA
V 14 = COMPUTER & OFFICE EQUIPMENT PRODUCTION
UNITS: 1987=100 SA
V 15 = TV AND RADIO SETS PRODUCTION
UNITS: 1987=100 SA
V 16 = COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT PRODUCTION
UNITS: 1987=100 SA
V 17 = INSTRUMENTS & CONTROLS PRODUCTION
UNITS: 1987=100 SA
V 18 = TOTAL INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
UNITS: 1987=100 SA
27
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165 ¥19 = DEFENSE & SPACE PRODUCTION
16-6 UNITS; 1987=100 SA
167 ¥20 = OEM INDUSTRIES PRODUCTION
168 UNITS? 1987=100 NOT SA
169 ¥21 = PROCESS INDUSTRIES PRODUCTION
170 UNITS: 1977=100 SA
171 ¥29 = ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR SHIPMENTS
172 INDEX: MAY 1980=100 NOT SA
173 CAPSALE = U.S. FACTORY CAPACITOR SALES
174 INDEX: 1976 Q 1 = 10 0 NOT SA
175 ¥34 = MILITARY ELECTRONICS SHIPMENTS
176 UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
177 ¥35 = AIRCRAFT MISSILES AND PARTS SHIPMENTS
178 U N I T S : MILLIONS $ SA
179 ¥36 = DOMESTIC AUTO SALES
180 UNITS: THOUSANDS UNITS NOT SA
181 ¥37 = TOTAL TRUCK SALES CALL CLASSES)
182 UNITS? THOUSANDS UNITS NOT SA
183 ¥39 = MAJOR HOME APPLIANCE SHIPMENTS
184 UNITS: THOUSANDS UNITS NOT SA
185 ¥40 = PROCESS INDUSTRY SHIPMENTS
186 UNITS? MILLIONS $ SA
187 ¥41 = BUSINESS & INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT PRODUCTION
188 INDEX: 1987=100 SA
189 DURPROD = MANUFACTURING CONSUMER DURABLES PRODUCTION
190 INDEX: 1987=100 SA
191 ¥44 = PRIME BANK RATE - MONTHLY AVERAGE
192 UNITS: PERCENT NOT SA
193 ¥45 = PRODUCER PRICE INDEX EXCLUDING FOOD & ENERGY
194 INDEX: 1982=100 NOT SA
195 ¥55 = ACTIVE COMPONENT LEADTIMES
196 UNITS; DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
197 ¥56 = PASSIVE COMPONENT LEADTIMES
198 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
199 ¥57 = ELECTRONIC COMPONENT LEADTIMES
200 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
201 ¥58 = INTEGRATED CIRCUITS LEADTIMES
202 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
203 MEMOIR = MEMORY CIRCUITS LEADTIMES
204 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
205 ¥60 = MICROPROCESSOR ICS LEADTIMES
206 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
207 ¥61 = CAPACITORS LEADTIMES
208 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
209 ¥62 = CONNECTORS LEADTIMES
210 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
211 ¥63 = PRINTED CIRCUITS LEADTIMES
212 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
213 ¥64 = ELECTRONICS PURCHASING CAPACITY UTILIZATION 1
214 UNITS: PERCENT NOT SA
215 ¥67 = ELECTRONICS TRADE-WE IGHTED DOLLAR INDEX
216 INDEX: 1980=100 NOT SA
217 ¥68 = COMPUTER & OFFICE MACHINERY EMPLOYMENT
218 UNITS: THOUSANDS PERSONS NOT SA
219 ¥69 = COMPUTER EMPLOYMENT
220 UNITS: THOUSANDS PERSONS NOT SA
221 ¥70 = TV & RADIO SETS EMPLOYMENT
RATE
1 9 9 0
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222 UNITS! THOUSANDS PERSONS NOT SA
223 COMMEMP = COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT EMPLOYMENT
224 UN IISi THOUSANDS PERSONS NOT SA
225 ¥73 = SEMICONDUCTOR EMPLOYMENT
226 UNITS: THOUSANDS PERSONS NOT SA
227 ¥75 = ELECTRONIC BUSINESS LEADING INDICATOR
228 UNITS: 3/12 RATE OF CHANGE NOT SA
229 REV = NCR WORKSTATION PRODUCTS DIVISION REVENUE $
230 SOURCE % NCR ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT NOT SA
231 VS 1 = REAL GNP
232 UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 $ SAAR
233 DUMMY = DUMMY VARIABLE TO HELP ACCOUNT FOR UNDERSPECIFICATION
234 OF THE MODEL
235 TIME = TIME VARIABLE USED ONLY IN GRAPHS
236
237
238 *%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%% XX ¥<%%%¥:%%%%%%%%% XX
239
240 ***DEF LATED VARIABLES***/
241
242 ARRAY DVC*) DV1- D V 1 1 DV34 DV35 DV76;
243 ARRAY VC*) Vl-Vl1 V34 V35 V76;
244 DO 1=1 TO 14|
245 D V {!} = (¥{I}/V45)*I0O;
246 END;
247
248 /*******************************************************
249 I TESTED VARIABLES WITH DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF LAGS,
250 THEN RAN CORRELATIONS WITH REVENUE , AND RAN
251 REGRESSIONS WITH ALL OF THE DIFFERENT POSSIBILITIES
252
253 THE LAGS THAT MADE THE MOST SENSE AND HAD THE BEST
254 RESULTS, REMAIN HERE IN THE PROGRAM
255 *******************************************************/
256 DU M = DV76 + 3 0 0 0 ;
257 L i V7 = LAG 1CDV7);
258 L3V9=LAG3(DV9);
259 L3V11=LAG3(DV11);
260 L3V81=LAG3(V8X);
261 L5V56=LAG5(V56);
262 L5V61=LAG5CV61);
263 L5V62=LAG5(V62);
264 L5V63=LAG5CV 6 3 ) ;
265 L7V58=LAG7(V58)|
266 L8V57=LAG8(V57);
267 L9V55=LAG9CV55);
268 MEMCIR=LAG9(V59);
269 L9V60=LAG9(V60);
270 L12V75=LAG12(V75);
271
272 /**DESEASONALIZING VARIABLES NOT ALREADY ADJUSTED**
273 (ALL VARIABLES NOT ORIGINALLY ADJUSTED WERE ADJUSTED,
274 THOSE VARIABLES THAT PASSED THE X - 11 RELIABILITY TEST
275 REMAIN IN THE X-ll PROCEDURE , )
276
277 (BECASUE ONE MONTH OF REVENUE WAS NEG A T I V E , I ADDED
278 3000 TO EVERY MONTH TO RUN THE X-ll PROCEDURE . AFTER
29
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279
280
NOTE:
NOTE :
281
THE END OF THE PROCEDURE THE 3000 IS ADDED BACK IN>*/
THE DATA SET W O R K .ALL HAS 81 OBSERVATIONS AND 134 VARIABLES. 
THE DATA STATEMENT USED 1.02 CPU SECONDS AND 3875K *
PROC PRINTTO UN 11 = 20 NEW;
NOTE 2 THE PROCEDURE PRINTTO USED 0.00 CPU SECONDS AND 3 8 8 0 K .
282
283
284 
2BB 
286
287
288
289
290
NOTE :
NOTE ; 
NOTE ;
291
292
2 93
294
295 
2 96
297
298
299
30 a
301
302
303
304
305
306
PROC Xll DATA=ALL YRAHEADOUT; MONTHLY START=JAN84 END=SEP90;
VAR BUM V29 ¥30 ¥36 ¥68 ¥69 ¥73;
OUTPUT OUT = SEASON 0 1 1 = DUMNEW A DJ¥29 CAPSALE A B J ¥36 ADJ¥68 ADJV69 
ADJV75I
/**EACH OF THESE LOOPS HAVE BEEN DONE TO ACCESS 
DIFFERENT FILES TO CONVERT SOME OF THE MONTHLY 
DATA INTO QUARTERLY DATA TO BE USED IN THE OTHER 
MODEL***/
THE DATA SET WORK * SEASON HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 8 VARIABLES o
THE PROCEDURE Xll PRINTED PAGES 1-154.
THE PROCEDURE Xll USED 1,69 CPU SECONDS AND 4 1 2 6 K .
PROC PRINTTO;
NOTE ̂ THE PROCEDURE PRINTTO USED 0.01 CPU SECONDS AND 4 1 2 6 K .
DATA ALII;
MERGE ALL SEASON;
A= LAG 1(L 1V 7);
B=LAG2(L1V7);
C= L AG I (D V 10);
D= L A G 2 (D V 10);
E = IAG 1 (CAPSALE); 
F=LAG2(CAPSALE);
IF MOD(_N_i3) = 0 THEN DO; 
Q 1 = L 1V7 + A + B ;
Q2=DV10+C+D;
CAPS=(CAPSALE+E+F)/3;
FILE OUT 1;
PUT 31 Q 1 325 Q2 350 CAPS;
END;
N O T E : THE FILE OUT1 IS:
DSNAME = S 2 0 4 4 .L I B .TEXTCTERR 12) ,
UN IT=338 0 ,VOLUME = DA338 0 ,DISP=SHR,BLKSIZE=3120, 
LRECL=80,RECFM=FB
N O T E : 31 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO THE FILE OUT1 .
N O T E : MISSING VALUES WERE GENERATED AS A RESULT OF PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON 
MISSING VALUES.
EACH PLACE IS GIVEN BY: (NUMBER OF TIMES) AT (LINE) : (COLUMN) .
4 AT 301:8 5 AT 301:10 4 AT 302:8 4 AT 302:10 4 AT 303:14
4 AT 303:16 4 AT 303:19
N O T E : THE DATA SET W O R K .ALL1 HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 151 VARIABLES.
N O T E : THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.20 CPU SECONDS AND 4 131K .
30
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307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
DATA ALL!,;
MERGE ALL SEASON;
G = L A G 1(ADJ V36);
H = L A G 2 (ADJ V 36) |
I=LAG1(DURPROD)| 
J=LAG2(DURPR0D);
IF MOD(__N_} 3) = 0 THEN DO;
Q4=ADJV36+G+H;
Q5=CDURPR0D+l+J)/3; 
FILE 0UT2;
PUT SI Q4 325 Q5;
END;
NOTE s THE FILE 0UT2 IS:
DSNAME=S2G44«LIB.TEXT(TERR I 3 ),
UN 11=358 0 ,VOIUME=DA3380,DISP=SHR,BLKSIZE=
LRECL=80,RECFM=FB
3120
NOTE s 51 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO THE FILE 0UT2.
NOTE s MISSING VALUES WERE GENERATED AS A RESULT OF PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON 
MISSING VALUES.
EACH PLACE IS GIVEN BY: (NUMBER OF TIMES) AT (LINE) : (COLUMN) .
4 AT 314:10 4 AT 314 :12 4 AT 315:12 4 AT 315 : 14 4 AT 315 :17
NOTE % THE DATA SET WORK * ALL 1 HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 147 VARIABLES.
N O T E : THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.18 CPU SECONDS AND 4131K .
319
320
321
322 
523 
324 
525
326
327
328
329
330
DATA A LL1;
MERGE ALL SEASON;
K = LAG1 CL9V55):
L = L A G 2 (L 9V55);
M=LAG1(MEMC1R);
N = LAG2(MEMCIR) ;
IF MOD(_N_f3) = 0 THEN DO;
ACTC0MP=L9V55+K+L;
MEMCIRS=MEMCIR+M+N;
FILE OUTS;
PUT SI ACTCOMP S25 MEMCIRS; 
END;
N O T E : THE FILE OUTS IS:
DSNAME = S2 0 44.L 1B .T E X T (IERR 14) ,
UNIT=3380,VOLUME=DA33 8 0 ,DISP=SHR,BLKSIZE=3120,
LRECL = 80 fRECFM = FB
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE: 
NOTE :
31 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO THE FILE OUTS.
MISSING VALUES WERE GENERATED AS A RESULT OF PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON 
MISSING VALUES.
EACH PLACE IS GIVEN BY: (NUMBER OF TIMES) AT ( L INE):(COLUMN).
7 AT 326:14 7 AT 326:16 7 AT 327:15 7 AT 327:17
THE DATA SET WORK.ALL1 HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 148 VARIABLES.
THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.18 CPU SECONDS AND 4 1 3 1 K .
331
332
333
334
DATA ALL1;
MERGE ALL SEASON;
0=LAG1CL12V75);
P = LAG2(L12V75);
31
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535 IF MOD C_M_ 9 3) = 0 THEM D O 1;
3 36 Q8=(L12V75+0+P)/3s
337 FILE OUT4|
338 PUT 31 Q81
339 END;
NOTE s THE FILE OUT4 IS:
DSNAME=S2044.LIB,TEXT(TERR 15) ,
UNIT=3380 #VQIUME = DA3380 yDISP=SHR*BLKSIZE=3120,
LRECL=8Q,RECFM=FB
N O T E : 31 RECORDS WERE WRITTEN TO THE FILE Q U T 4 .
NOTE % MISSING VALUES WERE GENERATED AS A RESULT OF PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON 
MISSING VALUES «
EACH PLACE IS GIVEN BY 2 (NUMBER OF TIMES) AT CLINE) 2(COLUMN) .
8 AT 3 3 6: 11 8 AT 336 s 13 8 AT 336:16
NOTE 2 THE DATA SET WORK.ALL1 HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 145 VARIABLES.
NOTE? THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.17 CPU SECONDS AND 4 1 3 1 K .
3-40- DATA A L L 1 ;
3 4 1 MERGE ALL SEASON|
342 REV=DUMNEW-3000;
343 /**x***PRINTING OUT THOSE VARIABLES USED IN
344 IN FINAL MODELS************/
345
346 PUT 31 CAPSAlE= 328 DURPROD= 350 MEMCIR = 365 COMMEMP=;
347 PUT ----
348 PUT -------------------------------------------   ...---
349 /**********************************************
550
351 CORRELATIONS ORIGINALLY DONE ON ALL VARIABLES TO
352 TEST POSSIBLE RELAT IONSHIPS WITH REVENUE
353
354 CORRELATIONS SHOWN ONLY ON VARIABLES USED IN FINAL
355 MODEL TO TEST FOR UNUSUALLY HIGH MULTI COLLINIARITY
356
357 *******************************************************/
CAPSALE = 271.12746867 DURPROD=90.9 M E M C I R = . C0MMEMP = 593 . 5
CAPSALE = 279.54181609 DURPR0D = 8 9 .9 M E M C I R = . COMMEMP = 596 . 5
CAPSALE = 2 8 4 .34499522 DURPROD=9 0 .5 MEMCIR= . COMMEMP = 600 . 9
CAPSALE = 28 0.94434096 DURPROD=9I.8 M E M C I R = . COMMEMP = 602 . 9
CAPSALE = 2 9 9 .37687174 DURPR0D=91 MEMCIR= . COMMEMP = 607
CAPSALE = 2 9 4 .0845904 DURPR0D=91 MEMCIR= . C0MMEMP = 6 1 3 .6
CAP SAL E = 290. 86020023 DURPR0D=92.2 MEMCIR= . COMMEMP = 620 . 4
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CAPSALE = 306 „ 3 0 827636 DURPR0D=91
CAPSALE=285.79368007 DURPR0D=91
C A P S ALE=266*02236366 DURPROD=90
C A P S ALE=235.76694556 DURPR0D=9Q
CAPSA.LE = 237 o 11097875 DURPROD=90
CAPSALE = 240 * 92466274 BUKPKQB=8 9
CAPSA L E =237.08637294 DURPRQD=91
CAPSAL E = 228,90228426 DURPR0D=92
CAPSALE=2 2 9 .58631554 BURPR0D=91
CAPSAL E = 212.1919609 DURPR0D=91
CAPSAL E = 211*05227462 DURPR0D=92
CAPSALE=206.20033118 DURPROD=90
CAPSALE=2 0 1 .79907118 DURPR0D=93
CAPSALE= 192.72048726 DURPR0D=92
CAPSA L E = 190.16262589 DURPR0D=91
CAPSALE=202.83704267 DURPR0D=92
CAPSAL E = 204.45740052 DURPR0D=91
CAPSAL E=198.3543657 DURPR0D=93
CAPSALE= 195,06949253 DURPR0D=93
ME M CIR =. C0MMEM P = 6 2 3 •8
M E HCIR=. C0MMEMP=626 . 2
MEMC XR=17 «3 C 0 M M E M P = 6 2 9 ,5
MEMCIR=15»1 C0MMEMP = 6 33•5
MEMCXR=18.9 C0MMEMP = 6 38.7
MEMCIR=20.4 C 0 M M E M P = 6 4 2 .8
MEMCIR = 2 0 .3 C 0 M M E M P = 6 4 5 . 6
MEMCIR=15.6 C0MMEMP = 648 . 4
MEMCIR=17o2 C 0 M H E M P = 6 5 2 .3
MEMCIR=18 C0MMEMP = 652 • 4
ME MCIR=14 . 4 C0MMEMP = 659 o 4
MEMCIR = 14.5 C0MMEMP = 66 1 . 1
MEMCIR=13 C 0 M M E M P = 6 5 9 .2
MEMCIR=14.5 C0MMEMP = 6 54.8
MEMCIR=10.9 C 0 M M E M P = 6 5 2 .4
MEMCIR = 8 .5 COMME MP = 6 51.5
MEMCIR = 8.9 C0MMEMP = 6 52
ME MCIR = 3.8 C0MMEMP = 6 38.6
MEMCIR = 7.7 C0MMEMP = 6 35.2
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CAPSALE = 198 * 23761507 DURPR0D=92o1 MEMCIR = 5» 7 C0MMEMP=654o3
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CAPSALE=216.4985427 DURPR0D=93.
CAPSAL E = 2 0 7 o1402993 DURPR0D=93.
CAPSALE = 202* 3165138 DURPR0D=93.
CAPSALE=207,67584011 DURPR0D=94.
CAPSALE = 2 O'8 .4759427 DURPRQD=94 .
CAPSAIE = 2 15 o 2 2786 21 DURPR0D=96.
CAPSALE = 225 .71479759 DURPR0D=95.
CAPSALE= 2 1 3 .86051544 DURPR0D=96.
CAPSALE = 2 2 1 * 71822855 DURPR0D=97.
CAPSALE= 2 2 6 .54227686 DURPR0D=96<
CAPSALE= 2 2 8 .88426819 DURPRQD=100
CAPSALE= 2 3 0 *73511218 DURPROD=100
C A P SALE=239.69185686 DURPR0D=98
CAPSALE=234.6211072 DURPRQD=100
CAPSAL E = 24 9.99538773 DURPR0D=99.
CAPSALE=255.5366079 DURPR0D=99.
CAPSALE=252.15585382 DURPR0D=99.
CAPSALE=248.0719919 DURPR0D=98.
MEMCIR=6.9 C0MMEMP=634.9
MEMC X R = 6 « 5 C0MMEMP = 633o9
HEMCIR = 5 • 6 COMME MP = 6 12
MEMC1R=5•7 C0MMEMP=635e1
MEMCIR=4.4 C0MMEMP=631. 7
MEMCIR = 5 .9 COMME MP = 6 28. 1
MEMCIR=4*3 C0MMEMP=625
MEMCIR= 7.6 C0MMEMP = 6 2 2 .9
ME MCIR = 7.8 C0MMEMP=622
MEMCIR = 6 *2 COMME MP = 618,3
MEMCIR = 9.7 COMME MP = 613.9
M E M C I R = 1 0 .8 COM M E M P = 6 0 8 .5
M E M C I R = 8 .64 COMMEMP = 603 «2
M E M C 1 R = 7 .88 C0M M E M P = 5 9 8 .8
M E M C I R = 6 .15 C0MM E M P = 5 9 7 .3
MEMC J R = S .9 C0MMEMP = 5 94.4
MEMCIR = 7.73 C0MMEMP = 5 9 2 .8
MEMCIR = 5 * 6 COMMEMP = 58 8 .7
34
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CA PSAL E=266.1077684 DURPROD=103.
CAPSALE = 265» 71101315 DURPROD=102.
CAPSALE=263»74671549 DURPROD=100.
CAPSALE = 277 * 60 362593 DURPROD=100•
CAPSALE=278,89000491 DURPROD=100.
CAPSALE = 2 1 1 « 40 1070 1 DURPROD=101.
CAPSALE=270.90485405 DURPR0D=1Q3.
CAPSA L E = 2 7 1.12783684 DURPROD=104.
CAPSALE = 2 7 1 .05599939 DURPROD=105.
C APSALE=264.18752671 DURPROD=104.
CAPSALE = 273*71172212 DURPRQD=105.
C APSALE=270.8917943 DURPRGD=106.
CAPSALE=263.23213394 DURPROD=108
CAPSALE= 2 6 4 .28289996 DURPROD=108.
CAPSALE = 273.66914237 DURPROD=109.
CAPSALE=2 3 2 .9660394 DURPRQD=109.
CAPSALE=225.10487527 DURPROD=109.
CAPSALE=237.49981834 DURPROD=109
C APS ALE= 223 .382 90 437  DURPROD=110
15:7  0 AEDHE T D A V .. H07EI1BEF: 28 ,  1770
MEMC1R=6 • 3 C0MliEMP = 586 e 8
MEM C 1 R = 7 •05 C0MMEMP = 584 *4
M E M O 1R = 4 •28 CQMMEMP=583
MEMCIR = 6 .83 COMMEMP = 58 1 •2
MEMCIR=7. 76 C0MMEMP=576 . 1
M E M C I R = 6 .85 C0MM E M P = 5 7 2 .8
MEMCIR=12o54 CQMMEM P = 5 7 Q .3
MEMCIR=9„92 COMMEMP = 567. 1
ME MC X R = 8*2 COMMEMP = 568 *9
MEMCIR = 9 .7 COMMRMP = 56 7.5
MEMCIR=7 . 83 C0MMEMP = 5 6 5 .9
MEMCIR=9.6 C 0 M M E M P = 5 6 2 .6
MEM C I R = 1 0 .00769COMMEMP=559.5
MEMC I R = 1 0 .98462C0MMEMP=557.8
ME MCIR= 11.97692C0MMEMP = 553 . 4
MEMCIR=13.36923COMMEMP=550.4
ME M C I R = 13.9 C0MMEMP = 5 4 8 .3
MEMCIR=15.7 C0MMEMP=545.4
MEMCIR=16.21539C0MMEMP = 543 . 6
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CAPSALE = 24 0 e7 9670448 DURPROD= 109 „ 2 MEMCIK=15.BS38BC0MMEMP=541
CAPSALE=217.08378498 DURPROD=108.4 MEMCXR=14*4 C0MMEMP=541
CAPSALE=180.38122037 DURPROD=105.6 MEMCIR=12.47692C0MMEMP=539
CAPSALE = 2 0 6.38440812 DURPROD=10 5.8 MEMCIR=12*02308COMMEMP=537
CAPSALE = 20 4,56269426 BURPROD=10 7.6 MEMCIR=9c7 15385CQMMEMP = 533
CAPSALE=190,5109123 DURPROD=106,8 MEM C 1 R = 1 2 .56923COMMEMP=530
CAPSALE=1 9 3 ,89824262 DURPRQD=105 * 7 MEMCIR=12•9 C0MMEMP=528
CAPSALE = 201*47953767 DURPROD=106•8 MEMCIR=11 .61539C0MMEMP = 522
CAPSALE=194.29361585 DURPR0D=99.4 MEMCIR=1 0 .92308CQMMEMP=520
CAPSALE=195.95703286 DURPR0D=1Q6 * 2 MEM C I R = 1 2 .546 1 5C0MMEMP = 5 17
CAPSALE=197.8 0 25285 2 DURP RO D=11 0. 8 MEM C I R = 1 Q .4 C0MMEMP = 514
CAPSAL E = 203.93568805 DURPROD=106.3 MEMCIR=9.469231C0MMEMP=51G
CAP SAL E=215.2954892 DURPRQD=107.1531 MEMCIR=10.23077C0MMEMP=510
CAPSALE=201.66396685 DURPROD=107.1531 MEMCIR=7.253846C0MMEMP=510
CAPSAL E = 216.8 731 184 DURPROD=108.2235 MEMCIR = 5 .9 COMMEMP = 504
CAPSALE=215.59442693 DURPROD=108.2235 MEMCIR=8.723Q77COMMEMP=504.
CAPSALE=227.396962 DURPROD=108.2 MEMCIR=9.569231COMMEMP=504.
CAPSALE=. DURPROD=. MEMCIR=. COMMEMP=.
.6
.5 
. 7 
. 1 
.2 
. 9 
2 
. 1 
8 
7
648
648
648
6519
6519
6519
CAPSAL E = DU R P R 0 D = . M E M C I R = . COMMEMP =
36
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C A P S A L E = , BURPROD=. M E MCIR=. C O M M E M P = .
C A P S A L E = . DURPROD=. M E MCIR=. COMMEMP=.
CA P S A L E = , DURPROD=. M E M CIR=. C O M M E M P = .
C A P S A L E = „ DURPROD=. M E M C I R = . C O M M E M P = .
CAPSAIE= „ DURPR0D=. M E HCIR=. C O M M E M P = .
C A P S A L E = . DURPROD=. MEMCIR=„ COMHEMP= .
CAPS.ALE= . DURPROD= . MEMO I R = . COMMEMP= .
C A P S A L E = . DURPROD=. H E MCIR=. C O M M E M P = „
CAPSALE= . DURPROD=. M E M CIR =. COHMEMP= .
CAPSALE= . DURPROD=. M E M CIR=. COMMEMP= .
N O T E : MISSING VALUES WERE GENERATED AS A RESULT OF PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON
MISSING V A L U E S .
EACH PLACE IS GIVEN BY: (NUMBER OF TIMES) AT (LINE):(COLUMN).
12 AT 342:11
NOTE : THE DATA SET W O R K •A L L 1 HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 143 VARIABLES,
NOTE s THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0,20 CPU SECONDS AND 4131K.
358 PROC CORR;
359 VAR CAPSALE DURPROD MEMCIR COMMEMP REV;
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE CORR PRINTED PAGE 155,
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE CORR USED 0.05 CPU SECONDS AND 4 2 8 7 K .
36 0 PROC STEPWISE;
361 MODEL RE V =
362 CAPSALE
363 DURPROD
364 MEMCIR
365 COMMEMP DUMMY/F B M A X R ;
366 /*****************************************************
367 DURB IN-WATSON TEST RUN TO TEST FOR AUTOCORRELATION AND
368 CGLLINIARITY DIAGNOSTICS RUN TO TEST FOR MULTICOLLINIARITY
369
N O T E : 93 OBSERVATIONS READ.
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21 OBSERVATIONS HAVE HISSING VA L U E S .
72 OBSERVATIONS USED IN COMPUTATIONS.
NOTE:. AT LEAST ONE W.D FORMAT WAS TOO SMALL FOR THE NUMBER TO BE PRINTED. THE
DECIMAL MAY BE SHIFTED BY THE 53 B E SI - - FORMAT •
NOTE s THE PROCEDURE STEPWISE PRINTED PAGES 156-160 .
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE STEPWISE USED 0.12 CPU SECONDS AND 4565K.
370 PROC REG;
371 MODEL REV =
372 CAPSALE
373 DURPROD
374 MEMCIR
375 ' COMMEMP DUMMY/DW COLLIN;
376
577 TEST TO TEST FOR HETEROSKEDASTIC1 TY**********/
378 OUTPUT OUT = B
379 R = R E S I D ;
NOTE s 93 OBSERVATIONS READ.
21 OBSERVATIONS HAVE MISSING VALUES.
72 OBSERVATIONS USED IN COMPUTATIONS.
N O T E : THE DATA SET WORK.B HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 144 VARIABLES.
N O T E : AT LEAST ONE W.D FORMAT WAS TOO SMALL FOR THE NUMBER TO BE PRINTED. THE
DECIMAL MAY BE SHIFTED BY THE "BEST11 FORMAT.
N O T E : THE PROCEDURE REG PRINTED PAGES 161-162.
NOTE ? THE PROCEDURE REG USED 0.16 CPU SECONDS AND 4 5 6 3 K .
380 DATA PARK;
381 MERGE ALL1 B;
382 R2=RESID*RESIDj
N O T E : MISSING VALUES WERE GENERATED AS A RESULT OF PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON 
MISSING VALUES *
EACH PLACE IS GIVEN BY: (NUMBER OF TIMES) AT (LINE) :(COLUMN) .
21 AT 382:9
NOTE: THE DATA SET W O R K .PARK HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 145 VARIABLES.
N O T E : THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.12 CPU SECONDS AND 4 5 6 3 K .
383 PROC REG;
384 MODEL R2=CAPSALE DURPROD MEMCIR
385 COMMEMP DUMMY;
386
387 /***********************************************************
388 PROC GLM USED TO ARRIVE AT PLOTS OF RESIDUALS AND
389 PLOTS OF ACTUALS VS. PREDICTED
390 ***********************************************************/
NOTE: 93 OBSERVATIONS READ.
21 OBSERVATIONS HAVE MISSING VALUES.
72 OBSERVATIONS USED IN COMPUTATIONS.
N O T E : AT LEAST ONE W .D FORMAT WAS TOO SMALL FOR THE NUMBER TO BE P R I N T E D . THE 
DECIMAL MAY BE SHIFTED BY THE "BEST" FORMAT.
N O T E : THE PROCEDURE REG PRINTED PAGE 163.
N O T E : THE PROCEDURE REG USED 0.06 CPU SECONDS AND 4 5 6 3 K .
391 PROC G L M ;
392 MODEL REV=
38
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393 CAPSALE
394 DURPROD
395 MEMCIR
396 COHHENP D U MMY/P;
397 OUTPUT 0 U T = N E W
398 PREDICTED=DEFLPRED
399 RESIDUALS=DEFLRES|
NOTE; THE DATA SET WORK.NEW HAS 93 OBSERVATIONS AND 147 VARIABLES.
NOTE: AT LEAST ONE W.D FORMAT WAS TOO SMALL FOR THE NUMBER TO BE PRINTED.
DECIMAL MAY BE SHIFTED BY THE "BEST” FORMAT.
N O T E : THE PROCEDURE GLM PRINTED PAGES 164-167.
NOTE: THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.16 CPU SECONDS AND 4963K.
4 0 0 PROC PLOT DAIA = NEWi
401 PLOT DEFLRES*REV«
402 PLOT DEF LPRED^TI ME REV*TIME = ,fP”/ OVERLAY1
4 0'5 TITLE PREDICTED VS, ACTUAL REVENUE;
404
MOTE 2 THE PROCEDURE PLOT PRINTED PAGES 168-169.
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE PLOT USED 0.07 CPU SECONDS AND 5051K .
405 PROC PLOT DATA=NEWf
406 PLOT CAPSALE^TIMEi
40? PLOT DURPRODxTIME 1
40 8 PLOT MEMCIR*TIME;
409 PLOT COMMEMP^TIME;
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE PLOT PRINTED PAGES 170-173.
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE PLOT USED 0.08 CPU SECONDS AND 505 1K .
NOTE : THE SAS SESSION USED 6.36 CPU SECONDS AND 5 0 5 1K .
NOTE s SAS INSTITUTE INC., SAS CIRCLE, PO BOX 8000, C A R Y , NC
THE
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CORRELATIOE'J ANALYSIS
5 f V A R 9 VARIABLES: CAPSALE DURPROD HEMCIR COMMEMP REV
SIMPLE STATISTICS
VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV SUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM
CAPSALE 81 235.0761 32,2b 7 2 19041 180.3812 306 . 3083
DURPROD 81 99.2550 6 o 9613 8040 89.7000 110.8000
HEMCIR 72 10.3928 4,0163 748.2831 4.2800 20 .4000
COMHEMP 81 590 * 1938 46_8402 47806 504.6519 661.1000
REV 81 6900 3425 558932 -2141 16303
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / FROB > IR I UNDER H O : RHO = 0
/ NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
CAPSALE DURPROD MEMCIR COMHEMP REV
CAPSALE 1.00000 -0 4 09336 -0 „08221 0 . 04307 - 0 o 0 5628
0 . 0 0 o 4071 0 .4924 0.7026 0 .6177
81 81 72 81 81
DURPROD - 0 o 09336 1.00000 -0 . 08612 -C .88748 0 . 34000
0.4071 0 . 0 0 .4720 0 . 000 1 0.0019
81 81 72 81 81
HEMCIR -0 , 08221 -0 . 08612 1 . 00000 0 . 0 846 0 -0 .66242
0.4924 0.4720 0 . 0 0 .4798 0.0001
72 72 72 72 72
CQMMEHP 0 .04307 -0.88748 0.08460 1.00000 -0 . 29344
0.7026 0 . 000 1 0 .4798 0 . 0 0.0078
81 81 72 • 81 81
REV -0.05628 0.34000 -0 . 66242 -0 ,29344 1.00000
0.6177 0.0019 0 .000 1 0.0078 0 . 0
81 81 72 81 81
40
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FORWARD SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE REV
STEP 1 VARIABLE MEMCIR ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0,43879905 CCP) =157. 68543354
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSI
ERROR
TOTAL
ON 1
70
71
324661155.88119 
415224581.08438 
739885736 * 96557
324661155.88119 
5931779.7297768
54.73 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
MEMOIR
12959c 73652174 
"532*42641312
801 * 13005907 
71c96758589
1552284445,5219
324661155*88119
261 * 69
54 o 73
0.0001
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER 1, 1
STEP 2 VARIABLE DUMMY ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0 *59650925 CCP) = 96. 26270533
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PRQB>F
REGRESSION 2
ERROR 69 
TOTAL 71
441348685.66985 
298537051.29571 
739885736.96557
220674342.83493 
4326623.9318219
51 .00 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
MEMOIR
DUMMY
12741 * 84296762
"497.68458155 
-2577.09729707
685.48844702 
61 . 826 75749 
496.24159773
1494904212.2296 
280352776.03510
116687529.78867
345.51
64.80 
26 . 97
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 1 .011847, 4.047386
STEP 3 VARIABLE CAPSALE ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.68892050 CCP) = 61. 09977163
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 3
ERROR 68 
TOTAL 71
509722454.14566 
230163282.81990 
739885736.96557
169907484.71522 
3384754.1591162
50.20 0 . 000 1
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
CAPSALE
MEMCIR
DUMMY
4206 *62378121 
36 * 29786518 
-472.43000039
-2931.46085005
1993.47556742 
8. 07606657 
54.97256140
445 . 94200246
15072060.944747
68373768.475808 
249982796.20378 
146264377.86940
4.45 
20 . 20 
73 . 86
4 3.21
0 . 0385 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0 . 000 1
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER 1 s 044497, 9.318955
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STEP 4 VARIABLE COMMEMP ENTERED R-SQUARE = Q .73072721 CCP) = 46 .28731959
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 4 
ERROR 67 
TOTAL 71
54 06 546 38 .13313 
199231098,83244 
739885736 * 96557
135163659.53328
2973598.4900364
45.45 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PRQB>F
INTERCEP 
CAPSALE 
M E M CIR 
COMMEMP 
DUMMY
12314.26332555 
35 o 0229 1177 
-459,06675905 
- 13.5334Q 990 
-2939,46619528
3132.15529280 
7.57999415 
51.69197979
4 * 19607370 
417,98782820
45963450.860393 
63481778.641253
234524214.04995 
30932183.987463 
147059131.57483
15.46 
21 . 35 
78.87 
10.40
4 9,45
0 . 0002 
0.0001 
0 . 000 1 
0.0019 
0 . 000 1
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 1*044534, 16 * 50399
STEP 5 VARIABLE DURPROD ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0 *83588102 CCP) = 6 *00000000
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>P
REGRESSION 5 
ERROR 66
TOTAL 71
618456445.21978 
121429291.74578 
739885736.96557
123691289.04396 
1839837.7537240
67.23 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE 11 
SUM OF SQUARES F PRQB>F
INTERCEP
CAPSALE
DURPROD
MEMCIR
COMMEMP
DUMMY
86085.85443330 
51 * 98834003 
-446.44935583 
-451.58873851 
-69.57661835 
- 3 2 6 2 .37302903
11608.91244362 
6 . 50815257 
68.65420171 
40 ,67666938 
9 . 22863648 
332.51378674
101171932.06600 
117402130.03602 
77801807.086659 
226764445.16586 
104575772.40468 
177103624.30326
54 . 99 
63.81 
42.29 
123.25 
56 . 84 
96 . 26
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 8.210082* 97.23847
NO OTHER VARIABLE MET THE 0. 5000 SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL FOR ENTRY INTO THE M O D E L .
SUMMARY OF FORWARD SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE REV
VARIABLE NUMBER PARTIAL MODEL
STEP ENTERED IN R**2 R^*2 CCP) F PROB>F
1 MEMCIR 1 0 .4388 0.4388 157.6854 54.7325 0.0001
2 DUMMY 2 0.1577 0.5965 96 .2627 26.9696 0.0001
3 CAPSALE 3 0.0924 0.6889 61 . 0998 20.2005 0.0001
4 COMMEMP 4 0.0418 0.7307 46.2873 10 .4023 0.0019
5 DURPROD 5 0 . 1052 0.8359 6.0000 42.2873 0.0001
42
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BACKWARD ELIMINATION PROCEDURE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE REV
STEP 0 ALL VARIABLES ENTERED E-SQUARE = G.S353S102 CCP) = 6.00000000
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PRGB>F
REGRESSION
ERROR
TOTAL
5
66
71
618456445.21978
12 1429291.74578 
739885736 * 96557
123691289,04396 
1839837.7537240
67.23 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II
SUM OF SQUARES F PRQB>F
INTERCEP
CAPSALE
DURPRQD
MEMCIR
CQMMEMP
DUMMY
8 6 0 8 5 . 85443330
51 o 98834003 
-446 * 44935583 
-451 * 58873851 
-69,57661835 
- 3262.3730290 3
11608.9 1244362 
6.50815257 
68,65420171 
40.67666938
9.22863648
332.51378674
101171932.06600
1 17402130 . 03602 
77801807.086659 
226 764445 * 16586 
104575772,40468 
177103624 * 30326
54 • 99 
63c 81 
42.29 
123.25 
56 . 84 
96.26
0 . 000 1
0 c0001 
0 . 000 1
0.0001 
0 . 000 1 
0 . 000 1
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 8.210082, 9 7 * 2 384 7
ALL VARIABLES LEFT IN THE MODEL ARE SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.1000 L E V E L .
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MAXIMUM R -SQUARE IMPROVEMENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE REV
STEP 1 VARIABLE MEMCIR ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.43879905 CCP) =157. 68543354
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>P
REGRESSION 1
ERROR 70 
TOTAL 71
324661155.88119 
415224581.08438 
739885736.96557
324661155.88119 
5931779.7297768
54.73 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
MEMOIR
12959 * 73652174
-532.42641312
80 1 . 13005907
71 * 96758589
1552284445.5219 
324661155,88119
261 .69 
54 . 73
0 . 000 1 
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMB E R : I 9 1
THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST INVARIABLE MODEL FOUND.
STEP 2 VARIABLE DUMMY ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0 . 59650925 CCP) = 96 .26270533
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PRQB>F
REGRESSION 2 
ERROR 6 9 
TOTAL 71
441348685.66985 
298537051.29571 
739885736.96557
220674342.83493 
4326623.9318219
51.00 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
MEMCIR
DUMMY
12 7 A 1 .84296762 
-497 * 68458155 
-2577.09729707
6 8 5 e48844702 
61 . 82673749 
4 9 6 .24159773
1494904212.2296 
280352776.03510 
116687529.78867
345.51
64.80 
26 . 97
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER: 1.011847, 4 . 047386
THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 2-VARIABLE MODEL FOUND.
STEP 3 VARIABLE CAPSALE ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0 .68892050 CCP) = 61. 09977163
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 3
ERROR 68 
TOTAL 71
509722454.14566 
230163282.81990 
739885736.96557
169907484.71522 
3 3 84754.1591162
50 .20 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
CAPSALE
MEMCIR
DUMMY
4 2 0 6 .62378121
3 6 o 29786518 
-472.43000039 
-2 9 3 1 .46085005
1993.47556742 
8 .07606657 
54.97256140 
445.94200246
15072060.944747 
68373768.475808 
249982796.20378 
146264377.86940
4 . 45 
20 .20 
73.86 
43.21
0 .0385
0 . 000 1 
0.0001 
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER: 1.099997, 9.318955
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THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 3"VAR IABLE MODEL FOUND.
STEP 4 VARIABLE COMMEMP ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0*73072721 CCP) = 46. 28731959
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 4 
ERROR 67 
TOTAL 71
540654638. 13313 
199231098.83244 
739885736.96557
135163659.53328
2973598.4900364
45.45 0 . 000 1
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
CAPSALE
MEMCXR
COMMEMP
DUMMY
12314 a 26332555 
35.02291177 
-459.06675905 
-13c53340990 
-2939 *46619528
3132. 15529280 
7,57999415 
51.69197979 
4,19607370 
417,98782820
45963450.860393 
65481778<641253 
234524214.04995 
30932183.987463
147059131o 57483
15.46
21 . 35 
78 o 87 
10 o 40 
4 9.45
0 . 0002 
0.0001
0.0001
0.0019
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 1.0 445 34 , 16.50399
THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 4-VARIABLE MODEL F O U N D .
STEP 5 VARIABLE DURPROD ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.83588102 CCP) = 6 .00000000
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 5 
ERROR 66 
TOTAL 71
618456445.21978 
121429291.74578 
739885736.96557
123691289.04396 
18 3 9837 * 7537240
67.23 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP 
CAPSALE 
DURPROD 
MEM-C I R 
COMME MP 
DUMMY
86085.85443330 
51.98834003 
-446.44935583 
-451.58873851 
-69,57661835 
-3262.37302903
11608.91244362 
6.50815257 
68.65420171 
40.67666938 
9.22863648 
332.51378674
101171932.06600 
117402130.03602 
77801807.086659 
226764445.16586 
104575772.40468 
177103624.30326
54. 99 
63.81
42,29 
123.25 
56 . 84 
96 . 26
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER 8.210082, 97.23847
THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 5-VARIABLE MODEL FOUND. 
NO FURTHER IMPROVEMENT IN R-SQUARE IS POSSIBLE.
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MODELi MODEL!
DEPENDENT VARIABLE : REV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
MODEL
ERROR
C TOTAL
DF
SUM OF 
SQUARES
6 618456445.22
66 121429291,75 
71 739885736 .97
MEAN
SQUARE
123691289,04
1839837.7537
F VALUE
67.229
PROB>F
0.0001
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
C A T
1356.40619
7426.32428
18.26484
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ
0.8359 
0.8234
PARAMETER ESTIMATES
VARIABLE DF
INTERCEP
CAPSALE
DURPROD
MEMCIR
COMMEMP
DUMMY
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
51
-446
-451
-69
■326 2
86086 
, 988340 
449356 
, 588739 
576618 
373029
STANDARD
ERROR
11608.912444 
6 .50815257 
68.65420171 
40 .67666938 
9.22863648 
332.51378674
T FOR HO: 
PARAMETER=0
7 , 
7 , 
-6 . 
-11.
- 7 , 
-9,
415
988
503
102
539
811
PROB > |T|
0.0001 
0 . 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0  1 
0 0 0  1 
0 0 0  1 
0 0 0  1
COLL XNEARITY DIAGNOSTICS
CONDITION VAR PROP VAR PROP VAR PROP VAR PROP VAR PROP
R EIGENVALUE NUMBER INTERCEP CAPSALE DURPROD MEMCIR COMMEMP
1 4 .89079 1.00000 0 • 0000 0 .0005 0.0000 0 . 0048 0.0000
2 0.98259 2.23102 0 . 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0 . 10631 6 . 78261 0.0001 0 . 0078 0.0002 0.9485 0.0002
4 0.01181 20 . 34996 0 .0004 0.2338 0.0064 0.0333 0.0431
5 0 . 00837 24. 17330 0.0020 0 .6564 0.0248 0.0134 0 . 0042
6 0 . 000 1223 199.99438 0.9975 0.1016 0.9685 0.0001 0.9524
VAR PROP 
NUMBER DUMMY
1 0.0009
2 0.9351
3 0 . 0084
4 0.0109
5 0 .0269
6 0.0178
46
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(FOR NUMBER OF O B S J  72
1ST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION 0.107
THE TAT 3 t"* TEH 15 ; 5 >J HE ONE ED ATT j STOVENEEfT 23, 15 90  162
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MODEL t MODEL 1 
DEPENDENT VAR 1ABLE % R2
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SUM OF MEAN
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE
MODEL 5 I e 512393E14 3. 0247861E13 2.267
ERROR 66 8.8072651E14 1.3344341E13
C TOTAL 71 1.0319658E15
ROOT MSE 3652990 . 70923 R-SQUARE 0 * 1466
DEP MEAN 1686517.94090 ADJ R-SQ 0.0819
C„ V, 216.59958
PARAMETER ESTIMATES
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO?
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=0 PROB
INTERCEP 1 46689547 31264417.397 1 .493 0
CAPSALE I -8054 „ 325963 17527.360943 -0 . 460 0
DURPROD I -209543 184895.32321 -1 . 133 0
MEMCIR 1 -58795 109547.93362 -0.537 0
COMMEMP 1 -36875 24854.002859 -1 .484 0
DUMMY 1 2404278 895505.92008 2. 685 0
PROB>P 
0.0578
> I T I
* 1 A 0 1 
,6474 
. 2612 
.5933
• 1427 
. 0092
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GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 93
NOTE i DUE TO MISSING V A L U E S » ONLY 72 OBSERVATIONS CAN BE USED IN THIS ANALYSIS.
THE EVE IE i'-! 15 ;ofll HEDHEi'QAY„ H Q VE NB Ee 23, 1?®0 164
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GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT
SOURCE
v a r i a b l e ? r e v
DF
SUM OF 
SQUARES
MEAN
SQUARE F VALUE PR > F
MODEL 5 618456445.22 123691289.04 67.23 0.0001
ERROR 66 121429291*75 1839837*75
CORRECTED TOTAL ' 71 739885736.97
R-SQUARE C. V. ROOT MSE REV MEAN
0.835881 18 o 2 6 4 8 4 1 356 * 4062 7426.3243
SOURCE DF TYPE I SS MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F
CAPSALE 1 59119141o 81 59119141.81 32. 13 0 . 000 1
DURPROD 1 14888026o63 14888026,63 8.09 0 .0059
MEMCIR 1 296327327,>64 2 9 6 3 27327s64 161.06 0.0001
COMMEMP 1 71018324.84 71018324.84 38 .60 0.0001
DUMM.Y 1 177103624.30 177103624.30 96 .26 0.0001
SOURCE DF TYPE III SS MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F
CAPSALE 1 117402130.04 117402130.04 63.81 0.0001
DURPROD 1 77801807.09 77801807.09 42 .29
oooo
MEMCIR 1 226764445.17 226764445.17 123.25 0 . 000 1
COMMEMP 1 104575772.40 104575772.40 56 . 84 0.0001
DUMMY 1 177103624.30 177103624.30 96 . 26 0.0001
T FOR HO: PR > I T I STD ERROR OF
PARAMETER ESTIMATE P A R A M E T E R S ESTIMATE
INTERCEPT 86085.85443 7.42 0 . 000 1 11608.912444
CAPSALE 51 . 98834 7 . 99 0 . 000 1 6 .5081526
DURPROD -446.44936 -6 . 50 0 . 000 1 68 . 6542017
MEMCIR -451 .58874 - 11 . 10 0 . 000 1 40.6766694
COMMEMP -69.57662 -7.54 0 .000 1 9.2286365
DUMMY -3262.37303 -9.81 0 . 000 1 332.5137867
OBSERVATION OBSERVED PREDICTED RESIDUAL
VALUE VALUE
1 *
2 *
3 *
4 *
5 *
6 *
7 *
8 *
9 *
10 2725.97269527 4638 * 90937162 - 1912 * 93667635
50
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19'
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2 8-
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
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MODELS PROCEDURE
OBSERVED
VALUE
3217,12853399 
1373,98471418
3300.05112972 
5472.61764129 
8399.51613514 
4755.77433058 
3863.20235295 
1711.97591087 
2783.42804621 
3 0 5 0 .41577005 
3 4 3 3 s59215304 
5512.73560943 
6 8 81 * 39913355 
5481 « 77092075 
8845 o25793669 
5434 . 69408903 
6 5 6 4 „45391375 
7840.90217564 
8899.43305767 
9602.24431458 
9467,27281957 
11660 .62153559 
9955.75857890 
8476.26889954 
7 6 9 4 o 17186500 
7674. 68366969 
7024.44167165 
7165.25188382 
7372.51798962 
9322.71685118 
9045.28837383 
8292.55691326 
9670.00148755 
9731 ,32265239 
8 712. 35552522 
10140.56950176 
10437.85896295 
13410.59589402 
12269.32990146 
10980.99976067 
11722:99945569 
9124.85143461 
10159.43101243 
10046 . 04428797 
9284.00284008 
7 9 2 0 .78739351 
10476.71338563 
9008.40257012 
7231 .22511131 
5713 . 52108618 
4385.55058978 
4614.69413546 
4605,52460382
PREDICTED
VALUE
3602,58941708 
1728,56265627 
4628. 35996281 
3698.77382753 
7793.64817711 
4197 . 97510403 
2702.21814992 
296.05317529 
3767.77169184 
3 3 2 1 .70265452 
2835 * 63564463 
480 7 * 87456951 
6 3 4 5 o35877399 
6348 . 10949109 
9645 o 65233255 
6901 . 16737953 
8570,00788854 
8218.79235981 
8250 . 35454719 
9 6 6 1 c86213952 
8020 . 13227006 
12237 . 12101488 
11223.69116756 
9712.61561881 
7350.39480868 
7195.46625128 
5521 ,02244041 
6157.44537304 
5954 . 0540640 1 
■ 8924 .65642953 
8328 „ 19255107 
10325,60386919 
10794.41727874 
10171.44229740 
8077.83902144 
9950 . 98868158 
10339 .03852732 
9305.04157785 
11948.98445961 
12129 . 30413631 
12290.64105939 
8664 .41648254 
9412 . 14262776 
9881 . 32289282 
9122.84630013 
10350 .56226164 
9232.44524886 
8 1 0 6 .84762072 
7570.71525322 
7336.33186781 
4889.51332020 
4565.82533232 
4733.06511839
RESIDUAL
-385.46088309 
- 354,5779420 9 
-1328.30883308 
1773,84381375 
605.86795803 
557 * 79922655 
1160.98420302 
1415.92273558 
-984 * 34364562 
- 2 7 1 e 2 8688447 
597 a 95650841 
704*86103992 
536.04035956 
-866.33857035 
-800.39439585 
-1466.47329050 
-2005.55397479 
-377,89018417 
649.07851048 
-59.61782494 
1447.14054951 
-576.49947929 
-1267.93258866 
-1236.34671928 
343.77705632 
479.21741841 
1503.41923124 
1007.80651079 
1418.46392561 
398.06042165 
717.09582276 
-2033.04695593 
-1124.41579119 
-440.11964502 
634.51650379 
189.58082018 
98.82043563 
4105.55431617 
320.34544185 
-1148.30437565 
-567.64160369 
460 .43495208 
747.28838468 
164.72139515 
161 . 15653996 
-2429.77486813 
1244.26813677 
901 .55494940 
-339.49014191 
-1622.81078162 
-503,96273042 
48.86880314 
-127.54051457
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GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
OBSERVATION OBSERVED PREDICTED RESIDUAL
VALUE VALUE
69 9565 o11586979 3995 *19993165 1119.92143313
65 9091 * 72190883 5195,56572833 -1053*84431950
66 9936 *85970210 9832.74152816 -395,88682607
67 3999c71563237 5147,50051927 -1147,78488190
68 6817*52689910 6790.26015591 77 » 266688 18
69 9895.66570281 3991.75192500 903.91377781
70 7328 * 51958650 5793 * 76359975 1584.75103675
71 ”2190*65373719 3089*66908941 -5230»31782660
72 2777 ,12898989 4038* 98749553 -1261.85900564
73 16303,18337999 13952*62493750 2350.55843749
74 10720 * 73004314 10430 . 31369582 290 .41634752
75 9935*66311692 9657 * 45560253 278 * 20 75 1438
76 10533,12933119 9425 .20671400 1107.. 91761715
77 10310*32277971 9291«01553704 1019*30724267
78 10199.99862121- 9926 *68067201 273*26794920
79 9962*30651900 11268.0 6979228 -1805,76327829
80 10 191 * 22982565 9926 * 72296407 264,50186158
81 8368-37169678 6 9 0 6 .32208414 1462 * 04956264
82 *
83 *
84 *
85 *
86 *
87 *
88 *
89 *
90 *
91 *
92 *
93 *
* OBSERVATION WAS NOT USED IN THIS ANALYSIS
SUM OF RESIDUALS
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION
DURB I N-WATSON D
121429291
-0
0
1
00000001
79503500
00079697
10718391
73789916
52
PLOT OF DEF LKES^REV . LEGEND: A = 1 DBS, B = 2 DBS, ETC o
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DEFLRES
5000 +
A
2500
0
-2500 +
-5000 +
A A
AA A A 
A A A C
AA B A
A A A A BAA
A B CBA 
B A A A
B A A A
A A
A A
A B A A A
AA A A
A
A
7500
- + --
-5000 0 5000 1 0 0 0 0 15000
REV
NOTE: 21 OBS HAD MISSING VALUES.
-  -  -  -  +  
20000
53
APPENDIX B
FULL DOCUMENTATION 
OF THE QUARTERLY MODEL
54
7 I
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
1 1 1
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
SAS S'/STEM 1 5 ; 34 WEDNESDAY* NOVEMBER 23,  1990
/** -X X X X X X x X X X X X X X X X X X: X X X X X X X Yz X X * X X X X X >C X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
x AN ANALYSIS OF THE U.S. PERSONAL COMPUTER INDUSTRY AND *
DEVELOPMENT OF A FORECASTING MODEL FOR NCR, CORP.
* DATE OF ANALYSIS & MODEL DEVELOPMENT % JUNE-SEPTEMBER 1990 *
* DATA COLLECTION * ANALYSIS f AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT BY SHARON * 
CLARK * GRADUATE STUDENT AT WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY, DAYTON, 
OH, WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO EGBERT KOLLAARD OF NCR, CORP. AND 
BASSEM EL-ZAHABI OF WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY*
****** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES USED IN ANALYSIS******
AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT
ALL DATA FROM CAHNERS E C O N O M I C S 0 ELECTRONIC BUSINESS FORECAST 
DATABASE D I S K E T T E * UNLESS OTHERWISE N O T E D „
* QUARTERLY DATA FROM Q1 1984 TO Q2 1990 *
¥22 = SEMICONDUCTOR SALES TO NORTH AMERICA
UNITS: MILLIONS $ NOT SA
V23 = INTEGRATED CIRCUIT SALES TO NORTH AMERICA
UNITS: MILLIONS $ NOT SA
¥24 = DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTOR SALES TO NORTH AMERICA
UNITS: MILLIONS $ NOT SA
¥25 = SEMICONDUCTOR BOOKINGS TO NORTH AMERICA
UNITS: MILLIONS $ NOT SA
¥26 = NORTH AMERICAN SEMICONDUCTOR BOOK-TO-BILL RATIO
UNITS: RATIO NOT SA
¥27 = SEMICONDUCTOR SALES WORLDWIDE
UNITS: MILLIONS $ NOT SA
V28 = SEMICONDUCTOR AVERAGE SELLING PRICE WORLDWIDE
UNITS: DOLLARS PER UNIT NOT SA
V31 = AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT (ATE) SALES INDEX
INDEX: 1976 Q1=10Q NOT SA
COMMINV = PRIVATE BUSINESS INVESTMENT IN COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
UNITS: BILLIONS $ SAAR
¥33 = PRIVATE B U S * INVESTMENT IN COMPUTER & OFFICE EQUIPMENT
UNITS: BILLIONS $ SAAR
V38 = ROBOT SALES
UNITS: THOUSANDS OF UNITS NOT SA
¥43 = REAL GNP
UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 $ SAAR
¥46 = TOTAL CONSUMER SPENDING
UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 $ SAAR
¥47 = CONSUMER DURABLES SPENDING
UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 $ SAAR
¥48 = CONSUMER NONDURABLES SPENDING
UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 $ SAAR
¥49 = CONSUMER SERVICES SPENDING
UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 $ SAAR
V50 = NONRESIDENTIAL INVESTMENT IN STRUCTURES
UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 $ SAAR
V51 = PRODUCERS DURABLE EQUIPMENT SPENDING
UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 $ SAAR
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158 V 5 2 = GOVERNMENT SPENDING
159 UNITS? BILLIONS 1982 § SAAR
160 ¥53 = REAL DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME
161 UNITS: BILLIONS 1982 £ SAAR
162 ¥54 = ELECTRONIC BUSINESS PROFIT INDEX
163 INDEX: 1975 Q1=1Q0 NOT SA
16.4 RE¥ = NCR WORKSTATION PRODUCTS DIYISIQN REYENUE $
165 S O U R C E : NCR ACCOUNTING DEPT NOT SA
166 ¥80 = PRODUCER PRICE INDEX EXCLUDING FOOD & ENERGY
167 INDEX: 1982=100 NOT SA
168 Q 1 = TOTAL ELECTRONICS NEW ORDERS
169 UNITS: MILLIONS $ SA
170, Q2 = COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT NEW ORDERS
171 UNITS: MILLIONS § SA
172 CAPS = U.S. FACTORY CAPACITOR SALES
173 INDEX: 1976 01=100 NOT SA
174 Q4 = DOMESTIC AUTOS SALES
175 UNITS: THOUSANDS UNITS NOT SA
176 Q5 _ MANUFACTURING CONSUMER DURABLES PRODUCTION
177 INDEX: 1987=100 SA
178 ACTCOMP = ACTIVE COMPONENT LEADTIMES
179 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
180 MEMOIRS = ELECTRONIC COMPONENT LEADTIMES
181 UNITS: DELIVERY TIME IN WEEKS NOT SA
182 Q8 = ELECTRONIC BUSINESS LEADING INDICATOR
183 UNITS: 3/12 RATE OF CHANGE NOT SA
184 DUMMY = DUMMY VARIABLE TO HELP ACCOUNT FOR UNDERSPECIFICATH
185 OF THE MODEL
186 TIME = TIME VARIABLE USED ONLY IN GRAPHS
187
188
189
190
191 ***DEFLATED VAR IARLES***/
192
195 ARRAY DVC*) DY22-DY25 D¥27 DV32 D¥33 DV79 j
194 . ARRAY VC*) ¥22-¥25 ¥27 ¥32 ¥33 ¥79;
19-5 DO 1=1 TO 8;
196 D V { !}=(¥{I}/¥80)*100;
197 END;
198 RE ¥ = D¥7 9;
199 COMM IN¥ = D¥32 ;
200 /**DESEASONALIZING ¥ARIABLES NOT ALREADY ADJUSTED**
201 (ALL ¥ARIABLES NOT ORIGINALLY ADJUSTED WERE ADJUSTED.
20 2 THOSE YARIABLES THAT PASSED THE X - 11 RELIABILITY TEST
203 REMAIN IN THE X-ll PROC E D U R E .)*/
204
NOTE : THE DATA SET WORK -ALL HAS 27 OBSERVATIONS AND 69 VARIABLES.
NOTE : THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.54 CPU SECONDS AND 3 6 5 7 K .
20 5 PROC PRINTTO U NIT = 2 0 NEW;
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE PRINTTO USED 0.00 CPU SECONDS AND 3 6 6 2 K .
20 6. PROC X I 1 DATA = AL L YRAHEADOUT| QUARTERLY S T A R T = 18 4 Q 1 9 E ND= ® 9 0 Q 3 1 ;
207 VAR DV22-DV25 ¥26 D V 2 7 ;
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208 OUTPUT OUT-SEASOM D11=ADJD22-ADJD25 ADJV26 ADJD27;
NOTE; THE DATA SET WORK,SEASON HAS 51 OBSERVATIONS AND 7 VARIABLES.
NOTEs THE PROCEDURE X U  PRINTED PAGES 1-66.
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE X U  USED 0.57 CPU SECONDS AMD 3 9 0 8 K .
209 PROC PRINTTO)
NOTE i THE PROCEDURE PRINTTO USED 0.01 CPU SECONDS AND 3 9 G 8 K .
210 DATA ALLll
211 MERGE ALL SEASON;
212 /**PRINTING OUT THOSE VARIABLES USED IN FINAL MODEL**/
213
214- PUT 31 CAPS = 320 ACTC0MP= )
215 PUT 31 MEMCXRS= 320 COMMINV= )
216 PUT 31 REV= ;
217 PUT
218 PUT
219 /************************************************
220
221 CORRELATIONS ORIGINALLY DONE ON ALL VARIABLES TO
222 TEST POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS WITH REVENUE
223
224 CORRELATIONS SHOWN ONLY ON VARIABLES USED IN FINAL
225 MODEL TO TEST FOR UNUSUALLY HIGH MULTI COLLINIARITY
226
227 ********************************************************/
CAPS=278.33809333 ACTC OM P= .
MEMCIRS=. COMMINV=28.932316492
REV= 6 857.9408961
CAP8=291.46860103 ACTCOMP=.
MEM C IR3=. COMM INV= 30.493358634
REV= 4 4 6 2 .9981025
CAPS=294.32071889 ACTCOMP=.
MEMCIRS=. COMMIMV=30.729166667
REV=12230.113636
CAPS= 24 6.30009599 ACTC0MP = 4 1 .5 58 94 
MEMCIRS = 51. 3 COMM INV=32.615239887
REV=8 129.8212606
CAPS=235.63777331 ACTC0MP=48.74637 
MEMCIRS=56.3 COMMINV=32.753028891
REV=16843.429637
CA PS = 217.61018369 ACTC0MP=42.71992 
MEMCIRS=49.6 COMMINV=32.439295644
RE V = 8 9 8 7.0250232
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CAP S = 2 0 0 *23996321 ACTC0MP=38.67019
MEMCIRS=42 COMMINV=33 o 0120 48193
RE¥= 9 36 9 . 7868397
CAP S=1 9 9 . 15235636 ACTC0MP = 28« 790877
MEMCIR S=28 . 3 COMM INV=32.95516 925 9
REV=19307,868253
CAPS=197.23715777 ACTCGMP=23* 924415
M-EMC1 RS = 22 o 2 COMM INV= 3 2 . 290145985
RE V = 1 90 93 c. 065693
CAPS=2G8.65178527 ACTCOMP = 2 0.452933
MEMCIRS=19 C0MMINV=32 . 973708069
REV=25238,440617
CAPS= 2 1 0 . 45921497 ACTC0MP=17 * 156125
MEMCIRS=16 COMMXNV=35.144927536
RE ¥= 3 1 1 8 2 . 065217
CAPS= 2 2 0,43118053 ACTCOMP = 2 0.681385
MEM C IRS=19 * 7 COMM INV= 35 * 918003565
RE V=26 523 . 172906
CAPS = 2 2 8 . 72055241 ACTC0 MP =24 . 263597
MEMCIRS=26 * 7 COMMIN¥=34.115555556
REV=19933.333333
CAPS= 241.43611726 
MEMCIRS=22,67 
RE¥=25385.296723
ACTCOMP = 2 3.284227 
COMMIN¥=35.252435784
CAPS= 251.92148454 
MEMCIRS=19.23 
R E V = 28 267.431598
ACTC0MP=18.462078 
COMM IN¥=3 6.699029126
CAPS = 26 5.18849901 
MEMCIRS=17.63
RE ¥=38 34 9.344978
ACTC0MP=19.648153 
COMM IN¥= 34.812227074
CAPS = 2 7 7.96490031 
MEMCIRS = 21,44 
RE¥ = 3210 2.164502
ACTCOMP = 21.422389 
C0M MIN¥=36.199134199
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CAP‘S = 2 7 1 o 0 2 956342 ACTC0MP=26 „ 110643 
M EMCIRS=30.66 C0MMINV =3 7.263339071
KE¥=28431.067126
CAPS = 26 9.5970 1438 ACIC0MP= 2 4 .92 79 9 7 
MEMCIRS = 27 »13 C0MMXNV=37.175767918
REV-28 317,406143
CAPS = 267 o 0 6139209 ACTC0 MP =25 .4 02319 
MEMCIRS=32.96923 C0MMINV=37.100840336 
REV = 23715o 966387
CAPS = 23 1 .8 56 9 11 ACTC0MP=28 , 322597
MEHCIRS = A2o 96923 COMM 1NV=3 7.825 726141
REV=1 2 3 2 4 ,481328
CAPS = 227 o 08779794 ACTC0M P=2 9.26418 
M EMCI RS=46.16924 CQMMINV =3 9•794069193 
REV=12580.724876
C A P S = 1 9 7 . 10944092 ACTC0MP = 2 4 .206483
MEMCIRS=34.215385 C0MMINV=57.842019544 
REV=1 5 9 7 5 •570033
CAPS= 195 „ 29623086 ACTC0MP = 2 6 * 721797 
MEMCIRS=37 * 08462 C0MMINV=3892972 75 641
R E ¥ = 10004.00641
CAPS= 196 .01772574 ACTC0MP=27.629205 
MEMCIRS= 33.86923 C0MMINV=42.206235012
REV=3 2 9 4 4 .844125
CAPS = 20 6 . 9650 480 3 ACTC0MP = 2 2 .219518 
MEMCIRS= 26.953847 C0MMINV = 4 2 .54055093
RE V= 3 0 0 0 7 . 132452
CAPS = 2 1 9.95483578 ACTCOMP = 2 0 .819255 
MEMCIRS=24.192308 C0MMINV=39.849206349 
REV = 282? 6.190476
C A P S = . ACTC0MP=.
M E M C I R S = . COMM INV=.
RE ¥= .
C A P S = . ACTC0MP=.
ME M C IR S = . COMM INV=.
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RE V= .
C A P S = . ACT COMP=.
M E H C I R S =. COMM INV= .
RE V= .
CAP S = . ACTCOMP=.
M £ M C I R S = 6 C 0 M MIN V-•
RE V= .
NOTEs THE DATA SET WORK . ALL 1 HAS 31 OBSERVATIONS AND 76 VARIABLES,
NOTE s THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.13 CPU SECONDS AND 3908K .
228 PROC CORRl
229 VAR CAPS ACTCOMP MEMCIRS COMMINV REV;
NOTE s THE PROCEDURE CORR PRINTED PAGE 67.
NOTE ? THE PROCEDURE CORR USED 0.04 CPU SECONDS AND 4 0 6 4 K *
230
231
232
233
234
235
PROC STEPWISE;
MODEL REV= CAPS ACTCOMP MEMCIRS COMMINV DUMMY/F B MAXR;
DURBIN-WATSON TEST RUN TO TEST FOR AUTOCORRELATION AND 
CQLLINIARITY DIAGNOSTICS RUN TO TEST FOR MULTICOLLINIARITY
NOTE
NOTE :
NOTE :
NOTE :
31 OBSERVATIONS READ.
7 OBSERVATIONS HAVE MISSING VALUES.
24 OBSERVATIONS USED IN COMPUTATIONS.
AT LEAST ONE W.D FORMAT WAS TOO SMALL FOR THE NUMBER TO BE PRINTED. THE 
DECIMAL MAY BE SHIFTED BY THE 19 BE ST" FORMAT.
THE PROCEDURE STEPWISE PRINTED PAGES 68-72.
THE PROCEDURE STEPWISE USED 0.10 CPU SECONDS AND 4340K.
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
PROC REG;
MODEL REV= CAPS ACTCOMP MEMCIRS COMMINV DUMMY/DW COLLIN;
/**********PARK TEST TO TEST FOR HETERQSKEDASTICITY**********/
OUTPUT OUT = B
R=RES ID ;
NOTE
NOTE : 
NOTE :
NOTE ; 
NOTE :
31 OBSERVATIONS READ.
7 OBSERVATIONS HAVE MISSING VALUES.
24 OBSERVATIONS USED IN COMPUTATIONS.
THE DATA SET W O R K .B HAS 31 OBSERVATIONS AND 77 VARIABLES.
AT LEAST ONE W.D FORMAT WAS TOO SMALL FOR THE NUMBER TO BE PRINTED. THE 
DECIMAL MAY BE SHIFTED BY THE "BEST" FORMAT.
THE PROCEDURE REG PRINTED PAGES 73-74.
THE PROCEDURE REG USED 0.10 CPU SECONDS AND 4340K .
243
244
245
DATA PARK;
MERGE ALL1 B, 
R2=RESID*RESID;
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NOTE % HISSING VALUES WERE GENERATED AS A RESULT OF PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON 
MISSING VALUES.
EACH PLACE IS GIVEN B Y : (NUMBER OF TIMES) AT (L INE)§(COLUMN).
7 AT 245: 9
NOTE: THE DATA SET WORK ,PARK HAS 31 OBSERVATIONS AND 78 VARIABLES.
N O T E z THE DATA STATEMENT USED 0.08 CPU SECONDS AND 4 3 4 0 K *
246 PROC REG;
247 MODEL R2 = CAPS ACTCOMP MEMOIRS C 0MMINV DUMMY;
249 PROC GLM USED TO ARRIVE AT PLOTS OF RESIDUALS AND
250 PLOTS OF ACTUALS VS. PREDICTED
251
NOTE? 31 OBSERVATIONS READ.
7 OBSERVATIONS HAVE MISSING V A L U E S .
24 OBSERVATIONS USED IN COMPUTATIONS.
N O T E : AT LEAST ONE W .D FORMAT WAS TOO SMALL FOR THE NUMBER TO BE PRINTED, THE 
DECIMAL MAY BE SHIFTED BY THE "BEST" FORMAT.
N O T E % THE PROCEDURE REG PRINTED PAGE 75.
N O T E z THE PROCEDURE REG USED 0 * 05 CPU SECONDS AND 4340K.
252 PROC GLM;
253 MODEL REV= CAPS ACTCOMP MEMOIRS COMMINV DUMMY/P;
254 OUTPUT 0UT = NEW
255 PREDICTED=DEFIPRED
256 RESIDUALS=DEFLRES;
NOTE : THE DATA SET W O R K .NEW HAS 31 OBSERVATIONS AND 80 VARIABLES.
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE GLM PRINTED PAGES 7 6 - 1 8 .
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE GLM USED 0.10 CPU SECONDS AND 4 7 4 0 K .
257 PROC PLOT DATA=NEW;
258 PLOT DEFLRES*REV;
259 PLOl DEFLPRED*TIME REV* T I M E = ,P f
260 /OVERLAY;
261 TITLE PREDICTED VS. ACTUAL REVENUE;
262 */
263 PROC PLOT DATA=NE W;
264 PLOT CAPS^TIME;
265 PLOT ACTCOMRETIME;
266 PLOT MEMCIRS*TIME;
267 PLOT COMMINV*TIME;
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE PLOT PRINTED PAGES 79-84.
NOTE : THE PROCEDURE PLOT USED 0.10 CPU SECONDS AND 4 8 2 8 K .
NOTE : THE SAS SESSION USED 3.25 CPU SECONDS AND 4828K .
NOTE : SAS INSTITUTE INC., SAS C I R C L E , PO BOX 8000, CARY, NC 27512
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CORRELATION AMALYSIS
5 1 V A R 9 VARIABLES: CAPS ACTCQMP MEMOIRS COMMINV REV
SIMPLE STATISTICS
VARIABLE N MEAN STD DEV SUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM
CAPS 27 235,0761 32.0506 6347 195 * 2962 294.3207
ACTCOMP 24 26.8919 8, 1386 645 .4056 17.1561 4 8.7464
MEMOIRS 24 31 o 1785 11 ,6227 748.2831 16.0000 56 * 3000
COMM INV 27 35.4530 3.4489 957,2298 28 * 9323 42.5406
REV 27 20569 9505 555371 4463 38349
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PROB > IR1 UNDER HO: RH 0 = 0
/ NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
CAPS ACTCOMP MEMCIRS COMMINV REV
CAPS 1 . 000 0 0 ”0 . 0 8426 » 0 * 0 952 9 ” 0 * 35459 -0 . 0 3 3 7 7
0 . 0 0.6955 0.6578 0 . 0695 0 * 8672
27 24 24 27 27
ACTCOMP -0 * 08426 1.00000 0 * 91446 -0.38530 -0.69620
0 .6 955 0 . 0 0.0001 0.0630 0 . Q002
24 24 24 24 24
MEMCIRS -0 . 09529 0 ,91446 1 . 00000 -0.09664 - 0 .77429
0 .6578 0.0001 0 . 0 0.6533 0.0001
24 24 24 24 24
COMMINV -0.35459 -0.38530 - 0 .09664 1.00000 0 * 51569
0.0695 0.0630 0 .6533 0 . 0 0 , 0059
27 24 24 27 27
REV -0 . 03377 -0 .69620 -0 . 77429 0 .51569 1.00000
0 . 8672 0.0002 0 . 000 1 0 .0059 0 . 0
27 24 24 27 27
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FORWARD SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE REV
STEP 1 VARIABLE MEMOIRS ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.59953128 CCP) ” 168. 64773456
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION
ERROR
TOTAL
1
22
23
1061641494*4259 
709144340.32294 
1770785834 * 7488
1061641494.4259
32233833.651043
32.94 . 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
MEMOIRS
4 0 3 8 5 *19548430 
-584.54488887
3380.55509095 
101« 85559857
4600238026 <,4190 
1061641494 *4259
142.71 
32 * 94
0.0001
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 1, 1
STEP 2 V A R IA BLE DUMMY ENTERED R “SQUARE = 0 * 73074990 CCP) =108. 83492888
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PRGB> F
REGRESSION
ERROR
TOTAL
2
21
23
1294001567* 0908 
476784267.65806
1770785834 .7488
647000783 * 54538 
22704012.745622
28 . 50 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
MEMOIRS
DUMMY
3986 
- 58 
-631
9 . 72314406
4 . 88082586 
1 . 35606848
2841 * 72868214 
85.48315916 
1972.84625452
4469138773.0463 
1062860488.4469 
232360072.66488
196.84 
46.81 
10.23
0.0001 
0.0001 
0 . 0043
BOUNDS ON CONDI TION NUMBER 1.000002, 4.000006
STEP 3 VAR IAB LE COMM INV ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.83611846 CCP) = 61 .19924153
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PRQB>F
REGRESSION
ERROR
TOTAL
3
20
23
1480586721.9071 
290199112.84169 
1770785834.7488
493528907.30238 
14509955.642084
34. 01 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE 11 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP 
MEMOIRS 
COMM INV 
DUMMY
430
”56
96
-721
4 . 29743233 
0 .83343596 
1 .58761238 
5.05763669
10 174.81894549 
68.66624435 
268.15343136 
1597.16444856
2 5 9 6 6 7 2.9438020 
967937444.59650 
186585154.81637 
296105466.44342
0 . 18 
66.71 
12 . 86 
20 .41
0.6768 
0.0001 
0.0018
0.0002
BOUNDS ON CONDI TION NUMBER : 1.0352# 9.211095
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STEP 4 VARIABLE CAPS ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0o90293044 CCP) = 3 1 o726 2 9 8 3 6
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 4 
ERROR 19 
TOTAL 23
15988964 35 * 9057 
171889398.84315 
1770785834 * 7488
399724108* 97642 
9046810 *4654287
44 * 18 0*0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
CAPS 
MEMOIRS 
COMM INV
DUMMY
-16303.07990678 
84 o 13739949 
-541.43283374 
984 * 32237370 
-6729.02393460
9849* 91670262 
23.26626275 
54 * 48457454 
211 .83094792 
1268,28445021
24783902.416512 
118309713,99854 
893382706 * 80629 
195340091.12581 
254663264 * 66050
2*74 
13*08 
98*75 
21 .59 
28 * 15
0 * 1143
0.0018
0.0001
0.0002
0 c 000 1
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 1 . 037181 , 16 o46269
STEP 5 VARIABLE ACTCOMP ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0 * 96178890 CCP) = 6. 00000000
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 5 
ERROR , 18 
TOTAL 23
1703122164.3875 
67663670.361304 
1770785834.7488
340624432.87750 
3759092 * 7 9 78502
90.61 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
CAPS
ACTCOMP
MEMCIRS
COMM INV
DUMMY
-53241 * 90850325 
90.03622537 
100 1, 50818983 
-1161.84970575 
1762.45626797 
-5407.56906723
9 4 6 1 .82215083 
15.03933455 
190 * 19914438 
122.94808272 
20 1 * 20479085 
855.19444303
1 19025692.0590 1 
134728776.36456 
104225728 * 48184 
335690793.25826 
288431780.78524 
15029947 2.62297
31 .66 
35 . 84 
27 . 73 
89 . 30 
76 * 73 
39 . 98
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 14.66094, 157.8406
NO OTHER VARIABLE MET THE 0. 5000 SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL FOR ENTRY INTO THE M O D E L .
SUMMARY OF FORWARD SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE REV
VARIABLE NUMBER PARTIAL MODEL
STEP ENTERED IN R**2 R**2 CCP) F PR 0 B> F
1 MEMCIRS 1 0 .5995 0 .5995 168.6477 32.9356 0.0001
2 DUMMY 2 0.1312 0 .7307 108.8349 10.2343 0 . 0043
' 3 COMMINV 3 0 . 1054 0 .8361 61 . 1992 1 2 .8591 0.0018
4 CAPS 4 0 .0668 0 .9029 31 . 7263 13.0775 0.0018
5 ACTCOMP 5 0 .0589 0.9618 6.0000 27 . 7263 0.0001
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STEP 0 ALL VARIABLE? ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0,96178890 C(P) - 6.00000000
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION
ERROR
TOTAL
5
18
23
1703122164*3875
67663670 * 361303 
1770785834* 7488
340624432.87750 
37590 92* 7978502
90 .61 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
CAPS
ACTCOMP
MEMOIRS
COMMINV
DU MM f
-532A 1 o 90850325 
90 o 03622537
1001 «50818983 
-1161 o 84 97 0 57S 
1762,45626797
-5407.56906723
9461 o 82215083 
15,039 33455 
1 9 0 , 19914438 
1 2 2 , 94808272 
201 , 20979085 
8 5 5 „ 19444303
119025692,05901 
134728776.36456
104225728*48184
335690793,25826
288431780 >78524 
150299472,62297
31 .66
55,84 
2 7*73 
89o 30 
76 * 73 
39 * 98
0.0001
0.0001
0,0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 14,66094, 157c8406.
ALL VARIABLES LEFT IN THE MODEL ARE SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.1000 L E V E L .
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If AT 1 HUH R- SQUARE IMPROVEMENT FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE REV
STEP 1 VARIABLE MEMCIRS ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0 o59953I28 CCP) =168. 64773456
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION
ERROR
TOTAL
1
22
25
1061641494*4259 
709144340 * 32294 
1770785834a 7488
1061641494.4259 
32233833.651043
32.94 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
MEMCIRS
40585 * 19548430 
- 5 8 4 o 54488887
3380,55509095 
10 1 * 85559857
4600238026 a4190 
1061641494 *4259
1 42 e 71 
32 • 94
0 . 000 1 
0 . 000 1
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER: 1, 1
THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 1-VARIABLE MODEL FOUND.
STEP 2 VARIABLE DUMMY ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.73074990 CCP) =108. 83492888
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PRQB>F
REGRESSION
ERROR
TOTAL
2
21
23
1294001567.0908 
476784267.65806 
1770785834 * 7488
647000783.54538 
22704012.745622
28 .50 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE 11 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>P
INTERCEP
MEMCIRS
DUMMY
3 986 9 * 72314406 
-584.88082586 
-6311 . 35606848
2 8 4 1 .72868214 
85.48315916 
1972.84625452
4469138773.0463 
1062860488.4469 
232360072.66488
196.84
46 . 81 
10.23
0.0001
0.0001 
0 . 0043
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUM BER: 1.000002, 4.000006
THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 2-VARIABLE MODEL FOUND.
STEP 3 VARIABLE COMMINV ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.83611846 CCP) = 61. 19924153
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PRQB>F
REGRESSION 3
ERROR 20 
TOTAL 23
1480586721.9071 
290199112.84169 
1770785834.7488
493528907.30238 
14509955.642084
34.01 0.0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE 11 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
MEMCIRS
COMMINV
DUMMY
4304 .29743233 
-560.83343596 
961 . 58761238 
-7215.05763669
10 174 .81894549 
68 * 66624435 
268 . 15343136 
1597. 16444856
2596672.9438020 
967937444.59650 
186585154.81637 
296105466 * 44342
0 . 18 
66.71 
12.86
2 0.41
0 . 6768
0.0001
0.0018
0.0002
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 1 .0352 , 9.211095
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THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 3-VARIABLE MODEL FOUND.
STEP 4 VARIABLE CAPS ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.90293044 CCP) = 31. 72629836
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 4 
ERROR 19
TOTAL 23
1598896435,9057 
171889398*843X5 
1770785834.7488
399724108 £97642 
9046810*4654287
44. 18 0,0001
VARIABLE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE 11 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP 
CAPS 
MEMCIRS 
COMM INV
DUMMY
-16303c07990678 
84. 13739949 
-541 * 4 3283374 
9 8 4 o 32237370 
-6729*02393460
9849•91670262 
23 o 26626275 
54 ,4845 7454 
21 1 *83094792
1268.28445021
24783902,416512 
118309713.99854 
893382706 * 80629 
195340091.12581 
254663264.66050
2. 74 
13.08 
98.75 
21 .59 
28 . 15
0 . 1143 
0,0018 
0.0001
0 . 0002
0 o 000 1
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 1.037181, 1 6.46269
THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 4-VARIABLE MODEL FOUND.
STEP 5 VARIABLE ACTCOMP ENTERED R-SQUARE = 0.96178890 CCP) = 6 .00000000
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB>F
REGRESSION 5 
ERROR 18 
TOTAL 23
1703122164 * 3875 
67663670 * 361304 
1770785834.7488
340624432.87750 
3759092*7978502
90.61 0.0001
VAR IABEE
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR
TYPE II 
SUM OF SQUARES F PROB>F
INTERCEP
CAPS
ACTCOMP
MEMCIRS
COMMINV
DU'M-M'Y
-53241.90850325 
90.03622537 
1001.50818983 
-1161.84970575 
1762.45626797 
-5407.56906723
9461 .82215083 
15.03933455 
190. 19914438 
1 22 .94808272 
20 1 .20479085 
855.19444303
119025692.05901 
134728776.36456 
104225728.48184 
335690793.25826 
288431780.78524 
150299472.62297
31.66 
35 . 84 
27 . 73
89. 30 
7 6 . 73
39. 98
0 . 000 1 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001
BOUNDS ON CONDITION NUMBER : 14.66094, 157.8406
THE ABOVE MODEL IS THE BEST 5-VARIABLE MODEL FOUND. 
NO FURTHER IMPROVEMENT IN R-SQUARE IS POSSIBLE.
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MODEL s MODEL 1 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES REV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
MODEL
ERROR
C TOTAL
DF
SUM OF 
SQUARES
5 1703122164.4
18 67663670 * 361 
23 1770785834 * 7
MEAN
SQUARE
340624432.88 
3759092.7979
F VALUE
90 .613
PRQB>F 
0 . 0 0 0 1
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN
Ce V.
1938 * 83800 
22159.98483 
8*74927
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ
0.9618 
0.9512
PARAMETER ESTIMATES
VARIABLE DF
INTERCEP 
CAPS 
ACTCOMP 
MEMCIRS
COMM1NV 
DUMMY
PARAMETER
ESTIMATE
90 
1 0 0  1
■1161
1762
■5407
-53242 
036225 
508190 
, 849706 
456268 
569067
9461
15 . 
190 , 
1 2 2 .
2 0  1 * 
855 .
STANDARD
ERROR
. 8221508 
03933455 
19914438 
94808272 
20479085 
19444303
I FOR HO: 
P A R A M E T E R S
-5,627 
5 . 987 
5 * 266 
- 9.450 
8 . 760 
-6 . 323
PROB > IT!
0 0 0  1
0 0 0  1 
0 0 0  1
0 0 0  1 
0 0 0  1
0 0 0  1
CQLLINEARITY DIAGNOSTICS
CONDITION VAR PROP VAR PROP VAR PROP VAR PROP VAR PROP
NUMBER EIGENVALUE NUMBER INTERCEP CAPS ACTCOMP MEMCIRS COMM INV
1 4 . 88808 1.00000 0.0001 0.0005 0 . 0002 0.0004 0.0001
2 0*96398 2.25182 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.12712 6.20098 0.0014 0.0151 0.0093 0.0293 0.0033
4 0 . 0 1227 19.96187 0.0004 0.3496 0.0844 0•0970 0•0850
5 0 . 0 0 76 0 25.35722 0 .0402 0.5488 0.2007 0.2745 0.0028
6
NUMBER
0 * 0009482
VAR PROP 
DUMMY
71.79758 0 . 9579 0 .0859 0.7054 0.5988 0.9087
1 0.00 17
2 0.8791
3 0.0009
4 0.0674
5 0.0136
6 0.0373
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DURBIN-WATSON D
(FOR NUMBER OF D B S J
1ST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION
THE SAE : /STEM
2. 126 
24 
0.191
15:.. 59 WEBMESDAi'r NOVENEEF: £ E :- 1996! 74
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MODEL c MODEL 1 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES R2
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
MODEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL
SUM OF 
DF SQUARES
5 1 .2514417E 14
18 3.32O04E14
23 4.5714316E14
MEAN
SQUARE
2 * 5028833E 1 3 
1« 8444667E 1 3
F VALUE 
1 . 357
ROOT MSE 4294725.43698 R-SQUARE 0 .2737
DEP MEAN 2819319.59838 ADJ R-SQ 0 .0720
Cc Vo 152o33198
PARAMETER ESTIMATES
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO s
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE ERROR P A R A M E T E R S
INTERCEP 1 -15910031 20958908.496 -0.759
CAPS 1 -11224 33313.671635 -0.337
ACTCOMP 1 844690 421310 . 65237 2.005
MEMOIRS 1 -577114 272342 .63912 -2.119
COMMINV 1 466958 445689.29041 1 .048
DUMMY 1 3582276 1894343. 5833 1.891
PROB
PROB>F 
0.2863
> 1 T I
. A 576
* 740 1 
.0602
.0483 
. 3086 
.0748
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GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 31
N O T E : DUE TO MISSING VALUES, ONLY 24 OBSERVATIONS CAN BE USED IN THIS ANALYSIS.
THE EAT 'EY STEM IE; 54 WEDME EDA V , NOVEI-iEER E£ , 1990 75,
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GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT
SOURCE
VARIABLE ̂ REV
DF
SUM OF 
SQUARES
ME AH
SQUARE F VALUE PR > F
MODEL 5 1703122164.A 340624432*9 9 0.61 0.0001
ERROR 18 67663670,4 37590 92 «8
CORRECTED TOTAL 23 1770785834 * 7
R-SQUARE C. V. ROOT MSE REV MEAN
0 * 961789 8 o 749275 1938,8380 22159,985
SOURCE DF TYPE I SS MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F
CAPS 1 229721486 * 33 229721486*33 61.11 0.0001
ACTCQMP 1 790708102.72 790708102 * 72 210.35 0.0001
MEMCXRS 1 189107174 ,67 189107174,67 5 0.31 0 o 000 1
COMMINV 1 343285928 * 04 343285928*04 91 . 32
r^i
oooo
DUMMY 1 150299472,62 150299472.62 39 . 98 0.0001
SOURCE DF TYPE III SS MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PR > F
CAPS 1 134728776.36 134728776.36 35 . 84 0.0001
ACTCOMP 1 104225728.48 104225728.48 27 * 73 0.0001
MEMOIRS 1 335690793.26 335690793 * 26 89 * 30 0 .000 1
COMM INV 1 288431780.79 28 8 4 3 1 7 8 0 .79 76 . 73 0 * 000 1
DUMMY 1 150299472.62 150299472,62 39 . 98 0.0001
T FOR H O : PR > ITI STD ERROR OF
PARAMETER ESTIMATE P A R A M E T E R S ESTIMATE
INTERCEPT -53241 .90850 -5.63 0 . 000 1 9461 .8221508
CAPS 90 .03623 5.99 0 . 000 1 15.0393346
ACTCOMP 100 1 . 50819 5.27 0 . 000 1 190.1991444
MEMOIRS -1161 . 84971 -9.45 0 . 000 1 122.9480827
COMM INV 1762.45627 8 . 76 0.0001 20 1 .2047908
DUMMY -5407.56907 -6 . 32 0 . 000 1 855.1944430
OBSERVATION OBSERVED PREDICTED RESIDUAL
VALUE VALUE
1 *
2 *
3 *
4 8129.82126058 8435.68528367 -305.86402308
5 16843.42963653 14515. 12763666 2328.30199987
6 8987.02502317 8680.33531812 306.68970504
7 9369.78683967 12900.05755378 -3530.27071411
8 19807 * 86825252 18725.01499428 1082.85325824
9 19093.06569343 19593.98496224 -500 * 91926881
10 25238.44061650 22067.66461952 3170.77599698
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GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE
OBSERVATION OBSERVED PREDICTED RESIDUAL
VALUE VALUE
11 3X182.06521739 31648.41609887 -466.35088148
12 26523.17290553 27732.93071279 -1209.75780727
13 19933„33333333 20757.20539093 -823.87205760
14 25385 ,29672276 27607.17577611 -2221.87905335
15 28267.43159753 3 0 2 6 8 .13744274 -2000 e70584521
16 33349.34497817 36591 .63566728 1757.70931088
17 32 1 0 2 . 16450216 32129.03320805 -26.86870588
18 28481 * 06712565 27363 o28668883 1117.78043681
19 28317 ,40614334 29996.86486067 - 1679.45871733
20 23715.96638655 23327.24012456 388.72626200
21 12324. 48132780 12741,32633768 -416,84500988
22 12580.72487644 13006 * 12435734 - 4 2 5 o39948090
23 15975.57003257 15689.84205680 285.72797577
24 10 0 0 4 * 00641026 10106.87509225 - 102 * 86868199
25 32944.84412470 32520.92031583 423 * 92380887
26 30007 . 13245234 3 1 5 0 5 .01388004 - 1297.88142770
27 28276. 19047619 24129 o 73755607 4146 * 45292012
28 *
29 *
30 *
31 *
* OBSERVATION WAS NOT USED IN THIS ANALYSIS
SUM OF RESIDUALS
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATION
DURBIN-WATSON D
ss
-0 .
67663670
-0 . 
-0 .
2 .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
36120570
00009737
19081638
12615410
73
PLOT OF DEFLRES^RE V.
DEFLRES 
5000 +
P R E D I C T E D  TE.. ACTUAL  REVEMUE
LEGEND! A = 1 DBS, B = 2 DBS* ETC-
1 5 : 3^  WEDNESDAY ,  NOVEMBER 2 S ,
4000 +
3000 +
2 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
-1000 +
-2000 +
- 3 0 0 0  +
■4000 +
A A
A 
A
 + ------
0 5000 10  0 00 15000 2 0 0 0 0
REV
25000 30000 35000
MOTE;  7 OBS HAD M I S S I N G  V A L U E S .
1 5 CL 7 9
A
40000
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APPENDIX C
FORECASTED VALUES AND 
SEASONAL FACTORS
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FORECASTED VALUES OF VARIABLES 
AND SEASONAL FACTORS 
MONTHLY
CAPSALE DURPROD MEMCIR COMMEMP V4 5 SEASONAL
FACTORS
OCT 1990 242 o 8 109.3 7 * 580257 505.0312 129 . 1 98 . 988
NOV 1990 242.8 109*3 7 * 580257 505* 0312 129 . 1 83.383
DEC 19 9 0 2 4 2.8 109.3 7.580257 505.0312 12 9 . 1 139.107
JAN 1991 269.7 110.7 6.164103 500.8748 13 0.4 69.759
FEB 1991 269.7 110, 7 6.164103 500.8748 130.4 106.265
MAR 1991 2 69,7 110.7 6»164103 500.8748 130.4 107.704
APR 1991 271.8 112 . 6 7.589907 501.214 131.5 88 . 288
MAY 1991 2 71.8 112 . 6 7.589907 501.214 131. 5 88.081
JUN 1991 2 71.8 112 . 6 7.589907 501.214 131. 5 116.118
JUL 1991 264 . 5 114.6 8.571322 503.8689 132 . 6 83.653
AUG 1991 264 . 5 114 . 6 8.571322 503.8689 132 . 6 93 . 881
SEP 1991 264 . 5 114 . 6 8 .571322 503.8689 132 . 6 124 .222
CAPSALE = U.S. FACTORY CAPACITOR SALES 
DURPROD = MANUFACTURING CONSUMER DURABLES PRODUCTION 
MEMCIR = MEMORY CIRCUITS LEADTIMES (LAGGED 9 MONTHS) 
COMMEMP = COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT EMPLOYMENT 
V45 = PRODUCER PRICE INDEX EXCLUDING FOOD & ENERGY
(DEFLATOR)
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LIST OF FORECASTED VALUES OF VARIABLES 
QUARTERLY
CAPS ACTCOMP MEMCIRS COMMINV V8 0
QUARTER 4 1990 242.8 20,217828 22 o 740771 50. 05 129 . 1
QUARTER 1 1991 2 69,7 20.17206 18,492309 51.42 13 0. 4
QUARTER 2 1991 271.8 22 . 395504 22 . 769721 53 .40 131.5
QUARTER 3 1991 264.5 22.304229 25.713966 55 . 65 132 . 6
CAPS = U.S. FACTORY CAPACITOR SALES
ACTCOMP = ACTIVE COMPONENT LEADTIMES 
MEMCIRS = MEMORY CIRCUITS LEADTIMES
COMMINV = PRIVATE BUSINESS INVESTMENT IN COMMUNICATION 
EQUIPMENT
V80 = PRODUCER PRICE INDEX EXCLUDING FOOD & ENERGY
(DEFLATOR)
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APPENDIX D
GRAPHS OF ACTUAL VS. PREDICTED 
GRAPHS OF REVENUE AND FORECASTS
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APPENDIX E
PLOTS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
OVER TIME
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PLOT OF CAP S/4 L E G U M E . LEGEND > A = 1 O B S 5 B = 2 OBS, E T C .
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PLOT OF DUR PR OD^TIME. 
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PLOT OF MEMCIR*TXME.
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PLOT OF CAPS*TIME.
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PLOT OP ACTGOMP*TIME.
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PLOT OF MEMGIRS*TIME.
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PLOT OF COMMINV*TIME.
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